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Optimistično zadani cilj magistrskega dela je dopolniti konstruktiven dokaz Lehmer-
jeve domneve [13] o obstoju nepopolnih Hamiltonovih poti v grafih transpozicij so-
sedov za dvojiški primer [20] za splošne grafe. V pomoč pri razvoju konstrukcij bi
lahko koristila implementacija konstruktivnih dokazov za posebne primere grafov
iz [18].
Za doseg zadanega cilje je nujno (i) razumeti Verhoeffove konstrukcije; (ii) preu-
čiti potrebno infrastrukturo (splošne funkcije za manipulacijo permutacij in grafov);
(iii) razumeti Stachowiakov dokaz (ki je precej zapleten); (iv) izpeljati algoritme in
jih implementirati. Za implentacijo smo izbrali Python.
Work plan
The most ambitious goal of this master project is to extend the constructive proof
in [20] for the binary case of Lehmer’s conjecture, which states that every neighbor-
swap graph admits an imperfect Hamiltonian path [13], to the general case. To
obtain further insights it can help to implement the constructive proof for the special
situation presented in [18].
To achieve all this, it is necessary (i) to understand Verhoeff’s constructions; (ii)
to make an inventory of the required infrastructure (general functions to manipulate
permutations and graphs); (iii) to understand Stachowiak’s proof (which is rather
complicated); (iv) to design the algorithms and implement them. We have chosen
to use Python.
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Hamiltonovi cikli v grafih transpozicij sosedov
Povzetek
Lehmerjeva pot je nepopolna Hamiltonova pot in je definirana kot sprehod, kjer
obiščemo vsa vozlišča v grafu, nekatera pa lahko obiščemo dvakrat zapored. Leta
1965 je Derrick Henry Lehmer postavil domnevo, da vsak graf transpozicij sosedov
vsebuje Lehmerjevo pot. Domneva je v veliki meri že dokazana in te izreke z dokazi
bomo v magistrski nalogi tudi predstavili. Izkaže se, da je v mnogih primerih možna
celo konstrukcija Lehmerjevega cikla, kar bomo tudi pokazali. Za mankajoči del
dokaza bomo podali možen pristop, ki bi domnevo D. H. Lehmerja dokončno potrdil.
Najprej poiščemo Hamiltonovo pot v sorodnem dvojiškem grafu transpozicij sosedov,
nato pa s konstrukcijo Stachowiaka postopoma dodajamo manjkajoče simbole in
združujemo dobljene Lehmerjeve poti.
Hamiltonian cycles in neighbor-swap graphs
Abstract
In 1965 Derrick Henry Lehmer conjectured that every neighbor-swap graph ad-
mits an imperfect Hamiltonian path. This path, also known as Lehmer path, is a
walk visiting all the vertices of a graph where some of them might be visited twice
in a row. For most of the neighbor-swap graphs the conjecture is already proved, it
remains open only for two families of graphs. We will present known results with
their proofs in the thesis. It turns out most of these graphs even contain a Lehmer
cycle and we will show how to construct them. For the missing part of the proof
we will present a possible approach, that might finally confirm D. H. Lehmer’s con-
jecture. First we find a Hamiltonian path in a related binary neighbor-swap graph
and then step by step add the missing symbols, connecting the paths together into
a Lehmer path.
Math. Subj. Class. (2010): 05C38, 05C45
Ključne besede: graf transpozicij sosedov, večkratne množice, permutacije, trans-
pozicije, Hamiltonove poti, Lehmerjeve poti, delno urejene množice.
Keywords: neighbor-swap graphs, multisets, permutations, transpositions, Hamil-




Neighbor-swap graphs are graphs with vertices represented by permutations of sym-
bol sequences and edges exist only between two permutations that differ in a single
swap of distinct neighboring symbols in the permutations. Looking into the struc-
ture of these graphs, one of the questions worth asking is when such a graph contains
a Hamiltonian cycle or a path. After inspection of small examples, it is quickly visi-
ble, that not all such graphs possess a Hamiltonian cycle or even a path (see Figure
1). Relaxing the condition of visiting all the vertices, Derrick Henry Lehmer conjec-
tured in 1965 [13] that every neighbor-swap graph contains an imperfect Hamiltonian
path. An imperfect Hamiltonian path visits all the vertices allowing spurs: visiting a
vertex on a path twice with a single sidestep in between. Lehmer’s conjecture is still
not fully proven, and this thesis is an attempt of providing new ideas on how to com-
plete the proof. Constructions of Lehmer paths for most of neighbor-swap graphs
already exist, the only constructions missing are the ones on permutations that have
less than two symbols occurring an even number of times. Some older approaches
from [18] will be used to write a computer program that will help with construction
of Hamiltonian cycles on specific subgraphs that can be later on extended to a cycle
in the whole graph.
Finding a Lehmer path is related to the traveling salesman problem, but it turns
out to have enough special properties that guarantee a solution specific to its own
type.
Figure 1: A neighbor-swap graph that does not contain a Hamiltonian path, but it
has a Lehmer path. It can be obtained by visiting vertex 00110 twice.
Many optimization problems are based on an examination of permutations of
certain objects, which might be distinct, but not necessarily. The number of per-
mutations grows fast with adding more objects, and is often too large to deal with
effectively, despite the speed and capacities of computers today. In case the size
of permutation set is somehow manageable, we can optimize the inspection using a
Hamiltonian path or cycle that gives us the order of permutation examinations.
Finding a Hamiltonian path or even a cycle in a neighbor-swap graph is im-
portant as it minimizes the hardware energy consumption, as the changes between
two neighboring permutations is minimal. On the other hand we maximize the re-
usability of previous results [11]. If we take permutations of a set, then applications
of finding a Hamiltonian path are included in point-to-point multiprocessor commu-
nication networks [4]. If there are only two types different objects that we permute,
then applications are included in fields of cryptography, genetic algorithms, software
and hardware testing [22] and statistical computation [5]. There are also fields out-
side mathematics and computer science, where the results can be applied, such as
measurement and instrumentation [3] and quantum chemistry [16].
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D. H. Lehmer posed in his article [13] the following problem, that corresponds
to finding a Hamiltonian cycle in a neighbor-swap graph. He called it the Motel
Problem.
Mr. Smith is the manager of the Magnolia, a standard type, thin walled
motel, consisting of n units arranged in a long straight row, with adjacent
units supplied with an interconnecting door. Mr. Smith is a profound
student of the behavioral sciences and a good combinatorial analyst.
There is no vacancy; in fact, the present guests are all scheduled to
stay at the Magnolia for m days. Mr. Smith wants to study the effect
of rearranging the guests in all possible ways so that every morning
a new arrangement is to be made. Unfortunately it rains every day
and the guests don’t like to move. So Mr. Smith plans to minimize
the discomfort of his guests by interchanging the occupants of only two
adjacent units each morning. This interchange can be made via the
interconnecting door without anyone’s luggage getting wet. The problem
is complicated, however, by the fact that among the guests there are
several large families. Whenever members of the same family occupy
adjacent units, they naturally unlock the connecting door and circulate
to such extent that the scheduling an interchange of these two units
is a waste of time. Mr. Smith’s problem is to work out a schedule of
interchanges that will most nearly meet the above conditions.
When trying to solve the Motel Problem, number of days m needs to be large enough,
to obtain all the possible arrangements of guests.
Another, more artistic use of Hamiltonian cycles in neighbor-swap graphs is in
dance choreography. A line of dancers, each dressed in a mono-colored suit that
corresponds to a symbol in a permutation and then creating a dance where only
neighbors can change positions, getting all the possible line orderings exactly once.
This is more precisely described in [21]. The dance has been preformed this year on
25th anniversary of the dutch National Mathematics Days in Eindhoven [17].
The thesis is organised as follows. In Section 2, some basic definitions and results
from graph theory and combinatorics are introduced. In Section 3 we get acquainted
with neighbor-swap graphs, definitions, examples and properties, that will be used in
the following sections. We also survey known results and the history of the Lehmer’s
conjecture. The main part of Section 4 is a proof of binary case of the Lehmer’s
conjecture. Section 5 introduces a new approach from Stachowiak, introducing four
lemmas that will serve as a base for algorithms presented in Section 6, followed by
use of them on some examples. These algorithms find Hamiltonian paths in certain
subgraphs of neighbor-swap graphs. In the next section, that is Section 7 we will
present important known results with their proofs. Some of them will be rather more
general, as they hold for neighbor-swap graphs derived from posets. In Section 8,
we introduce a new original idea that could help to prove Lehmer’s conjecture and
show how this construction works on a case of one of the smallest nontrivial graphs
for which other known constructions do not work.
I wrote the algorithms that find Hamiltonian cycles or paths in specific subgraphs
of neighbor-swap graphs as a tool that helps us understand the structure of these
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cycles and paths. Insight in the structure of the cycles might give us an idea how
to generalize a construction for the cases which have not been solved yet. Using the
algorithms I provided a new approach that generates imperfect Hamiltonian cycles
or paths in graphs, for which constructions are not known yet. The approach works
for all the cases I have tested. Providing a proof for this construction would finally
confirm D. H. Lehmer’s conjecture.
2 Preliminaries
In this section, we will introduce important concepts that will be needed in the fol-
lowing sections. In the first subsection, we introduce some definitions and properties
related to graph theory and in the second subsection the ones related to combina-
torics.
2.1 Graphs
In this subsection we will get acquainted with some basic definitions of graph theory
and certain lemmas mostly adopted from [23] except Definition 2.13 and Lemma
2.14 that are addopted from [20].
Definition 2.1. A graph G is an ordered pair G = (V,E), where V is a nonempty





is called edge set. An element e = {u, v} ∈ E is
called an edge. We call vertices u and v end-vertices of en edge e.
If G = (V,G) is a graph, we usually use notation V (G) for V and E(G) for E, to
make clear to which graph the sets belong to. We will usually use u ∼ v to denote
an edge.
Definition 2.2. Let G be a graph. An edge e ∈ E is said to be incident to a vertex
v ∈ V if v is its end-vertex, that is e = {v, x} for some x ∈ V . Two vertices u, v ∈ V
are called adjacent if there is an edge u ∼ v ∈ E. We say u and v are connected by
an edge. Two edges are called incident, if they have a common end vertex.
Having the definition for an edge being incident to a vertex, we can define a
degree of a vertex.
Definition 2.3. The degree or valency of a vertex is the number of edges incident
to the vertex.
A vertex of degree 0 is called an isolated vertex and a vertex with degree 1 is
called a leaf or an end vertex. The first one is more commonly used when we talk
about trees - connected graphs without cycles.
Definition 2.4. Let G = (V,E) be a graph. A graph G′ = (V ′, E ′) is a subgraph of
graph G when V ′ ⊆ V and E ′ ⊆ E. Let now S ⊂ V . An induced graph G[S] is a
subgraph on vertices S with all the edges between them, that belong to E.
By definition we see that every graph is a subgraph of itself. Next two definitions
are very important because they serve as a base for defining key concepts of this
thesis - Hamiltonian and Lehmer cycles and paths.
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Definition 2.5. Given a graph G = (V,E) a finite sequence of adjacent vertices
v1 ∼ v2 ∼ v3 ∼ · · · ∼ vn, where vi ∈ V and vi ∼ vi+1 ∈ E
is called a a walk from v1 to vn. Length of the walk equals to n, number of visited
vertices. If v1 = vn, we call it a closed walk.
Definition 2.6. Given a graph G = (V,E), a walk
v1 ∼ v2 ∼ v3 ∼ · · · ∼ vn,
where vi ̸= vj for all i ̸= j, is called a path. More precisely, a path between v1 and
vn and is also denoted by v1
∗∼ vn. Length of path is the number of edges, that is
n− 1. If v1 = vn, we called it a cycle and its length is n. We say a vertex of a path
or a cycle is visited by the path/cycle if it is contained in it.
We could also define a cycle as a closed walk on distinct vertices. Another way
of looking at paths ad cycles is as subgraphs of the original graph.
Definition 2.7. The distance between vertex u and v in graph G is the length of a
shortest path between u and v.
The distance we defined is also known as the geodesic distance. There might
be more than one shortest path between two vertices, but this does not affect the
distance. If there is no path between two vertices conventionally we define the
distance to be infinite. The vertices are adjacent if distance between two vertices is
one.
Here is an observational lemma, that will be useful later on in Section 5.
Lemma 2.8. If a vertex v ∈ V (G) of degree 2 belongs to a cycle in G, then the
cycle contains both of the edges incident to v.
The proof is straightforward, following from the definition of a cycle and of the
degree of a vertex.
A Hamiltonian path is a path where every vertex of a graph is visited exactly
once and Hamiltonian cycle is a cycle that visits all the vertices from the graph
precisely once. In other words a Hamiltonian cycle is a Hamiltonian path with an
additional edge connecting the starting and ending vertex. It is easy to see that if
we have a vertex of degree 2, both of the incident edges need to be included in every
Hamiltonian cycle and at least one in a Hamiltonian path.
Definition 2.9. Let G be a graph and V (G) = X ∪ Y where X and Y are disjoint
sets. If every edge has one endvertex in X and the other envertex in Y , we say that
G is bipartite.
Note that if a bipartite graph has an odd number of vertices it cannot have a
Hamiltonian cycle, as one of the partition sets is larger than the other by at least
one. Also if size of partition sets differs by more than one, it is impossible to obtain
a Hamiltonian path.
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Definition 2.10. A graph homomorphism f from a graph G to a graph H, written
f : G → H
is a function from V (G) to V (H) such that {u, v} ∈ E(G) implies {f(u), f(v)} ∈
E(H) for all pairs of vertices in V (G). If there exists a homomorphism from G to
H, then G is said to be homomorphic to H.
If a graph homomorphism f is a one-to-one mapping of the vertices from V (G)
to V (H) and also its inverse is a homomorphism, then we call f an isomorphism.
Graphs G an H are isomorphic when there exists an isomorphism between them.
Notice that a path could be also defined as a graph isomorphic to graph G, where
V = {1, 2, . . . , n} and E = {vi ∼ vi+1; i = 1, 2, . . . i− 1}.
Definition 2.11. Graph G is connected if for any pair of distinct vertices u, v there
exists a path between u and v. If a graph is not connected, we call it disconnected.
Let G be a connected graph. A disconnecting set D ⊆ E(G) of graph G is a set of
edges whose removal disconnects graph G. We define a graph with a single vertex
to be connected, while an edgeless graph with at least two vertices is disconnected.
Another related concept is a connected component.
Definition 2.12. A connected component of a graph G is a maximal set of vertices
such that for each pair of vertices u, v exists a path between u and v.
If there exists a pair of vertices in a graph at infinite distance, we know the graph
is disconnected and the vertices lie in different connected components. If a graph is
connected, it has exactly one connected component, consisting of the whole graph.
Definition 2.13. Let u, v, s and t be four distinct vertices in a graph G. Edge u ∼ v
is parallel to edge s ∼ t when also edges u ∼ s and v ∼ t or edges u ∼ t and v ∼ s
exist in graph G. Edges u ∼ s and v ∼ t are called cross edges. Let G1 and G2 be
two isomorphic disjoint subgraphs of G and f : G1 → G2 an isomorphism. Then G1
and G2 are parallel if e and f(e) are parallel for every e ∈ E.
Figure 2: Isomorphic subgraphs G1 and G2 are parallel. Cross edges are indicated
by dashed line.
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We can see an example of parallel graphs G1 and G2 in Figure 2. Graphs G1 and
G2 are connected and consist of blue and green lines respectively, while cross edges
are indicated by dash lines. Following from the definition of parallel edges, there is
a useful lemma on how to join the vertex disjoint path (cycle) and cycle where there
exists a pair of parallel edges - one lying on the path (cycle) and the other lying on
the cycle.
Lemma 2.14. Let P be a path or a cycle and let C be a cycle in graph G, that are
vertex disjoint. Let P have an edge u ∼ v and let C have an edge s ∼ t and let a
pair of edges u ∼ v and s ∼ t be parallel. Then they can be glued together to a single
path or cycle on the union of the vertices.
Figure 3: Connecting a path P and a cycle C with parallel edges u ∼ v and s ∼ t.
Proof. The path can be constructed by following path P from one end to first of
two vertices u and v, without loss of generality lets say it is u. Then we follow the
cross edge u ∼ s, go around the cycle C to vertex t, follow the cross edge t ∼ v and
then from v to the other end of path P .
The proof for two cycles is similar, with only difference at the end, when we need
to follow the first cycle to the vertex where we started.
2.2 Combinatorics
In this subsection we will get acquainted with some basic definitions of combinatorics
and certain properties, taken from [10], that will be used in later proofs.
Let’s start with some basic definitions.
Definition 2.15. A multiset A is defined by a pair (A,m) where A is a set called
the underlying set and m : A → N is a function telling us the multiplicity of the
elements. Size of multiset A is
∑
i m(ai) and is denoted by |A|
A multiset, also known as a bag, is a generalized type of set in which multiple
occurrences of an element are permitted and the order is not important, for example
[3, 8, 0, 5, 0, 3, 8, 8], which can also be written as [02, 32, 5, 83]. The first known study
of multisets is attributed to the Indian mathematician Bhāskarāchārya (who lived
around 1150 b. c.), who described permutations of multisets (English translation
[1]).
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In this thesis we will always take the underlying set A to be a set of the first m
elements of N0, m = |A|, while in general, the underlying set may be arbitrary.
Definition 2.16. Let A be a multiset and b ∈ N0. A set A·b is defined as {ab|a ∈ A}
and ab stands for concatenation of a and b.
Observe that in a multiset of size n, where the symbol i occurs ki times, the
size equals to n =
∑∞
i=0 ki. We denote this bag by B(k0, k1, . . . ) and call the tuple
(k0, k1, . . . ) its signature. We omit all the ki equal to 0 and the number of non-zero
ki is called the arity. For example, the multiset A = (A, {a1 ↦→ 2, a2 ↦→ 1}) where
n = 3 could be written as B(2, 1) = [0, 0, 1] and we say it has a binary signature. A
signature of arity 3 is called ternary, and signature of arity n can be called n-ary.
If the signature is of arity 1, we call it a unary signature.
Definition 2.17. Given a multiset A, a bijection π : A → A is called a permutation.
We will look on permutations as a way of putting symbols in a sequence. Per-
mutations of a multiset [0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2] will be written as 000122, 200210, 102002, . . .
or equivalently 03122, 202210, 102022, . . .
Let ΠA denote the set of all permutations of a multiset A = (A,m). By basic
counting principles, the number of permutations of A is a multinomial coefficient
|ΠA| =
|A|!
m(a1)! · · ·m(ar)!
(2.1)
where r represents the size of underlying set A, ai ∈ A for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r} and
m(ai) is the multiplicity (number of occurences) of ai.
In [10] Knuth states that the general equation for counting permutations of
multisets was in Europe unknown until Marin Mersenne stated it (without providing
a proof) in [14]. He was interested in counting all the possible tunes that could be
composed from a given collection of notes.
The inversions of a permutation of a multiset are defined analogously as for
permutations of sets. Here follows the formal definition.
Definition 2.18. Let π be a permutation of a multiset. If i < j and π(i) > π(j),
the pair of places (i, j) is called an inversion of π.
Sometimes we also call the pair of elements (π(i), π(j)) an inversion, but in case
of multisets it is better to avoid this. The pair (π(i), π(j)) does not uniquely define
(i, j) but it is the other way around.
An example of an inversion in the permutation Π = 1142566 is the pair (3, 4),
since Π(3) = 4 which is greater than Π(4) = 2. As in permutations of sets we also
distinguish two kinds of permutations of multisets based on the number of inversions.
Definition 2.19. A permutation π is said to be even if it has an even number of
inversions and odd if the number of inversions is odd.
In the permutation 10021 we have 3 inversions, so it is an odd permutation.
An example of an even permutation is 10012. With this definition we are closing
Section 2 where we were introduced to some basic mathematical definitions that will
be needed further on.
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3 Neighbor-swap graphs
The focus of this thesis are neighbor-swap graphs and finding Hamiltonian cycles
in them. In this section, we will introduce the definition of neighbor-swap graphs,
their properties, historical course of research about this topic and present already
known results. Here we will also present Lehmer’s conjecture, proof of which is still
not complete and is the main focus of the thesis. In this section I follow [20].
3.1 Definitions and Examples
Here we will define neighbor-swap graphs and give some examples. We will also
introduce the notion of Lehmer paths and cycles, that play a central role in Lehmer’s
conjecture.
Definition 3.1. A neighbor swap in a permutation is an interchange of two distinct
adjacent symbols. Two permutations are related by a neighbor swap when they can
be obtained from each other by a neighbor swap.
Definition 3.2. A neighbor-swap graph on a multiset (A,m) is the graph where the
vertices are permutations of the multiset and two vertices are connected by an edge
when they are related by a neighbor swap.
The arity of a graph is the same as the arity of its signature. So the graphs in
Figures 6 and 5 are ternary, while the one in Figure 4 is binary.
Figure 4: A binary neighbor-swap graph with signature (2, 2) on the multiset
[0, 0, 1, 1] with 6 vertices and 6 edges.
Example 3.3. The neighbor-swap graph of B(2, 2) = [0, 0, 1, 1] is a graph on mul-
tiset A = ({0, 1}, 0 ↦→ 2, 1 ↦→ 2), see Figure 4. By formula (2.1), the number of







Graph with signature (2, 2) has therefore set of vertices V of size 6, namely
V = {0011, 0101, 1001, 1010, 0110, 1100}
and set of edges
E ={{0011, 0101}, {0101, 0110}, {0101, 1001},
{0110, 1010}, {1001, 1010}, {1010, 1100}}.
We see that this graph does not contain a Hamiltonian cycle and not even a path.
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Example 3.4. Consider the neighbor-swap graph of B(1, 2, 1) on mutiset [0, 1, 1, 2],





1! · 2! · 1!
= 12,
namely the vertices are
V = {0112, 1012, 1102, 1120, 1210, 1201, 1021, 2101, 2110, 2011, 0121, 0211}.
Figure 5: A neighbor-swap graph with signature (1, 2, 1) on the multiset [0, 1, 1, 2]
with 12 vertices and 15 edges.
This graph contains a Hamiltonian path 0112 ∼ 0121 ∼ 0211 ∼ 2011 ∼ 2101 ∼
1201 ∼ 1021 ∼ 1012 ∼ 1102 ∼ 1120 ∼ 1210 ∼ 1210 but does not contain a
Hamiltonian cycle (see Theorem 7.3).
Example 3.5. Another example is a graph from Figure 6. It has signature (2, 1, 2)





2! · 1! · 2!
= 30.
Consider the elements of a permutation to be indexed from left to right, starting
with index 1. Then we have two kinds of adjacent pairs of elements, depending on
the parity of the left one.
Definition 3.6. A lio pair is a pair of adjacent elements in the permutation, where
the index of the left one is odd.
Acronim lio stands for left index odd. Lio pairs of a permutation look like this:
x1x2|x3x4| · · · |x2n−1x2n| · · ·
Lio pairs in permutation 01285722 are pairs 01, 28, 57 and 22.
Definition 3.7. A permutation where the element indexed with 2i − 1 equals to
the one indexed with 2i for all relevant i is called a stutter permutation. In such
permutations lio pairs contain two equal elements.
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Figure 6: A neighbor-swap graph with signature (2, 1, 2) on the multiset [0, 0, 1, 2, 2]
with 30 vertices and 48 edges.
This definition was introduced in [20]. General example of stutter permutation
is of form x1x1x2x2 . . . xnxn with possible single trailing element xn+1 which gives
us a permutation of form x1x1x2x2 . . . xnxnxn+1. A concrete example of a stutter
permutation is 11002 while 10022 is not a stutter permutation. We notice that a
stutter permutation is always even, as inversions occur in pairs.
We will denote set of all permutations of a graph with signature (k1, k2, . . .)
by Π(k1, k2, . . .). For a subset of all non-stutter permutations of a neighbor-swap
graph we will use notation N(k1, k2, . . .) and we will denote the subset of all stutter
permutation by S(k1, k2, . . .). Obviously
Π(k1, k2, . . .) = N(k1, k2, . . .) ∪ S(k1, k2, . . .)
where the sets N(k1, k2, . . .) and S(k1, k2, . . .) are disjoint.
We are interested in Hamilton cycles (paths) in neighbor-swap graphs, but they
do not necessarily exists in a given neighbor-swap graph. Similar, but a bit looser
constraint would be a maximal cycle (path) without duplicates. This is a path that
visits maximal number of vertices exactly once and the unvisited vertices lie at
minimum distance from the path. We can visit an unvisited vertex u at distance 1
by sidestepping from vertex v on the path and than back to v. In the resulting path
we visit v twice and u once, in between the visits of v. In [13] such a sidestep to an
unvisited vertex (spur tip) at distance 1 is called a spur. A spur base is the vertex
on a path (cycle) visited right before and after visiting a spur tip.
Definition 3.8. A Lehmer path (cycle) in a graph is a walk (closed walk) that visits
all the vertices at least once. It may have single spurs, where a base of a spur is
visited twice and all the other vertices are visited exactly once.
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Figure 7: Example of path with six spurs: C is a single spur, B is a double spur and
A is a triple spur.
In Figure 4 we see that the graph G with signature (2, 2) admits a Lehmer cycle
1010 ∼ 1100 ∼ 1010 ∼ 0110 ∼ 0101 ∼ 0011 ∼ 0101 ∼ 1001, where the spur
correspond to stutter permutations 0011 and 1100.
In the case of G with signature (1, 2, 1) from Figure 5 we do not have any stutter
permutations and the graph admits a Hamiltonian path. We are only restricted by
vertices of degree 2 as at least one of both edges needs to be in the path.
The graph G with signature (2, 1, 2) in Figure 6 has stutter permutations 00221
and 22001 and it does not contain a Hamiltonian cycle. It is on the other hand
possible to obtain a Lehmer path in this graph. We will see the construction of
Lehmer path in the proof of Theorem 7.8.
3.2 Properties
In this subsection we prove some results about properties of neighbor-swap graphs.
First we state a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a Hamilton
path in a neighbor-swap graph.
Theorem 3.9. There exists a Hamiltonian path in the neighbor-swap graph with
signature (k1, k2, . . . ) precisely when it is either a path, or when at least two of ki
are odd.
In this section we present only a part of the proof of Theorem 3.9, while the
other part will be presented in 7.
First we will make some observations, that will later on help us with the proof.
We can partition vertices of a neighbor-swap graph in even and odd ones, depending
on the parity of a permutation. A vertex (that is always represented by a permu-
tation and connected only to vertices with a neighbor-swap) is therefore connected
to either only even or odd vertices, meaning neighbor-swap graphs are bipartite.
Hence, on every path or cycle even and odd vertices alternate. Therefore if the
difference between the numbers of even and odd vertices exceeds 1, the graph does
not contain a Hamiltonian path.
Let M(k0, k1, . . . ) be the number of permutations of B(k0, k1, . . . ) and denote
the length of permutations by n. Recall the formula (2.1) for calculating the number
of permutations and rewrite it in current notation
M(k0, k1, . . . ) =
n!
k0!k1! . . .
.
From the equation above we see that a neighbor-swap graph consists of a single
vertex precisely when all except at most one of ki are zero. We also notice that the
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neighbor-swap graph is a path if and only if its signature is binary and at least one
ki equals 1.
Lemma 3.10. Let D(k0, k1, . . . ) be the number of even permutations minus the
number of odd permutations of B(k0, k1, . . . ). Then the following holds:
D(k0, k1, . . . ) =
{
M(k0 ÷ 2, k1 ÷ 2, . . . ) if at most one ki is odd,
0 if at least two ki are odd,
(3.1)
where ÷ stands for integer division.
Proof. We will construct a bijection between odd permutations and all even non-
stutter permutations. Let us recall that the set of all non-stutter permutations
N(k0, k1, . . .) in Π(k0, k1, . . . ) contains all odd permutations. We know
Π(k0, k1, . . . ) = S(k0, k1, . . . ) ∪N(k0, k1, . . . ).
Now we will define a one to one correspondence between even and odd permuta-
tions in N(k0, k1, . . . ). Note that all permutations with n < 2 are stutter permu-
tations, so N(k0, k1, . . . ) = ∅. So we consider a non-stutter permutation, hence
n ≥ 2. Permutation p ∈ N(k0, k1, . . . ) is a non-stutter permutation, thus it has
a lio pair whose elements differ. Permutation p is now coupled with p′ obtained
by swapping this lio pair, say, the left most lio pair whose elements differ. The
new permutation is non-stutter as well and of opposite parity. We conclude that
D(k0, k1, . . . ) = |S(k0, k1, . . . )| that is the number of stutter permutation equals
the difference between even and odd permutations. In a stutter permutation all
symbols except at most one occur an even number of times. So if two or more ki
are odd, S(k0, k1, . . . ) is empty. To determine the size of S(k0, k1, . . . ), in case at
most one ki is odd, merge each lio pair in one symbol and drop the single trailing
symbol (if it exists). Now we see that the size of S(k0, k1, . . . ) equals the size of
Π(k0 ÷ 2, k1 ÷ 2, . . . ) which by definition equals M(k0 ÷ 2, k1 ÷ 2, . . . ). We can
conclude that the right-hand side of (3.1) equals to |S(k0, k1, . . . )|.
Proof of Theorem 3.9. Examining equation (3.1) we see that D(k0, k1, . . . ) equals
to 1 when at most one ki is odd and M(k0 ÷ 2, k1 ÷ 2, . . . ) = 1. This boils down to
either a singleton graph or graph with one ki = 1, another kj, where i ̸= j, that is
even and positive and all the others equal 0. In first case all except at most one ki
equal to 0 and in latter the graph is a path.
If a graph consists of a single path, the Hamiltonian path is a graph itself. If a
signature has at least two odd ki in the signature, it is proven in [18], that it has a
Hamiltonian path. We present this proof in 7.
In the following lemma we present some other properties related to stutter per-
mutations that follow from the proof of Lemma 3.10.
Corollary 3.11. Let G be a neighbor-swap graph.
1. The number of odd permutations in G never exceeds the number of even per-
mutations.
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Figure 8: Two parallel cycles of even length with single spurs, combined in one cycle,
shown in yellow.
2. The number of non-stutter permutations in G is even.
3. There are no stutter permutations when the signature of G has two or more
odd ki.
4. There is exactly one stutter permutation in G when the signature of G is unary,
or when it is binary and one ki = 1 and other is even, that is, when the graph
is a path.
5. A stutter permutation from G of arity at least two is at distance 1 from a
non-stutter permutation in G.
6. The distance between two distinct stutter permutations in G is a multiple of 4.
All of the properties stated in the above corollary are just observations that
follow from the proof of Lemma 3.10.
Now we introduce another result, that will help us with the proof of Theorem
4.1 in the next section.
Lemma 3.12. Two parallel cycles of even length and parallel single spurs can be
combined into one cycle. Moreover, we can select a specific edge of a cycle to appear
in the combined cycle.
Proof. Two parallel cycles of even length can be combined together by using all cross
edges, alternating up and down. Spurs can be incorporated by replacing cross edges
with the spur from its base, cross edge from spur tip and the spur in the other cycle
back to the other vertex of the cross edge.
If we have a cycle without spurs, every other edge is included in the combined cy-
cle and there are no parallel edges present. Hence, there are two versions, depending
on the selected starting edge, see Figure 8.
3.3 History of Lehmer’s conjecture and known results
This subsection is dedicated to the historical development of the research of this
topic, starting with D. H. Lehmer [13], who conjectured in 1965 that all vertices
in a neighbor-swap graph can be visited by a Hamiltonian path that is possibly
imperfect. Formally we could write this in the following way:
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Conjecture 3.13 (Lehmer’s conjecture). Every neighbor-swap graph admits a
Lehmer path.
In the case where symbols occur just once, the problem boils down to permuta-
tions of a set. Its neighbor-swap graph is also known as permutahedron. In this case
there exists a Hamiltonian path for every n [8]. Even more, for n > 3 the graph ad-
mits a Hamiltonian cycle. This was already partially known to 17th-century change
ringers [6]. Algorithms for generating all permutations only by neighbor-swaps have
been developed in [9], which equals to finding a Hamiltonian path in graph with
signature (1, 1, . . . , 1).
In the binary case (n = k0 + k1) the vertices correspond to combinations or
k0-subsets of n-element set. Lehmer’s conjecture in binary case has already been
proven. A Hamiltonian path exists if and only if the graph is either trivial (one ki
equals to 0 or 1), or n is even and both ki are odd. This was proven in [7]. These
graphs do not contain any stutter permutations so a Lehmer path is a Hamiltonian
path. In [20] a proof for the binary case where not both ki are odd is given, which
concluded the proof for binary case. In graphs with signature where not both ki are
odd we have a construction for Hamiltonian path on all non-stutter permutations,
which can be extended to Lehmer path by including stutter permutations as spur
tips.
The general case of arity three or more was partially solved in [12] and [18]. In
[12] it was shown that a necessary condition is that at least two ki are odd. In [18]
we are presented with a construction for a Hamiltonian path with a signature of at
least two odd ki, which we will look into in Section 5. It also presents a Hamiltonian
cycle for all the cases, except for signatures of the form (2k, 1, 1) or a permutation
of it, which are shown not to admit a Hamiltonian cycle. We will look into these
proofs in Section 7.
That leaves unproven the case where the signature has fewer than two odd ki
and no Hamiltonian path exists, so we still lack a construction for Lehmer paths in
graphs with at most one odd ki. In Section 4 we will look into binary case.
4 Binary case
General case of Lehmer’s conjecture for graphs without stutter permutations is al-
ready proven to obtain a Hamiltonian path in [18] (we will also present the proof
in Section 7) so the only graphs left are the ones not containing Hamiltonian paths
but having spurs. These seem to cause some problems as the problem is still open
for graphs with signature of arity at least three.
In the definition of Lehmer path it is not specified which permutations will be
tips of spurs, so we can choose arbitrary permutations. To formulate more specific
theorems or lemmas it is necessary to somehow fix tips of spurs. We will take
stutter permutations for spur tips. The definition of stutter permutations is clear
and results of choosing them for the tips are promising [20].
In this section we focus on binary case. The graphs we will talk about are
subgraphs of neighbor-swap graphs, defined only on non-stutter permutations. More
precisely these are subgraphs induced by all non-stutter permutations. On the
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induced subgraphs we will find Hamiltonian paths. The following theorem closely
follows the proof from [20, Theorem 9], using slightly different notations.
Theorem 4.1. The neighbor-swap graph of binary non-stutter permutations admits
a Hamiltonian path. If k0 and k1 are even, then there exists a Hamiltonian cycle.
Moreover, we have:
1. The path for the odd-even case (k0, k1) can run between 0k01k1 and 1k1−10k01.
2. The cycle for the even-even case (k0, k1) can contain these two specific edges
(the underlined bits are swapped)
0k0−2101k1−10 ∼ 0k0−11k10,
1k1−2010k0−11 ∼ 1k1−10k01. (4.1)
Main idea of the proof is splitting a graph on smaller subgraphs based on few
last bits of permutations and then, knowing how the path(cycle) looks, connect it
using parallel edges and constructing a path(cycle) in the original graph. Another
important observation regarding a path
0k01k1
∗∼ 1k1−10k01
from odd-even case is that this path cannot avoid the edge
0k01k1 ∼ 0k0−1101k1−1 (4.2)
because vertex 0k01k1 is of degree 2.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.1 will be by strong induction on the length of per-
mutations. The base case is (1, k1), when graph is a path and the results are known.
We will treat cases depending on the parity of k0 and k1.
First we will look into the odd-even case. Without loss of generality, we may
assume that k0 ≥ 1 is odd and k1 ≥ 2 is even. Now we will split the graph based on
the trailing bit of the permutations:
Π(k0, k1) = Π(k0, k1 − 1) · 1 ∪ Π(k0 − 1, k1) · 0.
With such a split of the graph we get an odd-odd case Π(k0, k1 − 1) without stutter
permutations and an even-even case Π(k0 − 1, k1). Hence we have stutter permuta-
tions
S(k0, k1) = S(k0 − 1, k1) · 0
and non-stutter permutations
N(k0, k1) = Π(k0, k1 − 1) · 1 ∪N(k0 − 1, k1) · 0.
The induction hypothesis gives us a Hamiltonian path H for Π(k0, k1 − 1) from
a = 0k01k1−1 to c = 1k1−10k0 containing the edge b ∼ c where b = 1k1−2010k0−1, since
k0, k1 − 1 ≥ 1. If k0 = 1, then N(k0 − 1, k1) = ∅ and H · 1 is already a Hamiltonian
path for N(k0, k1). Now we will assume k0 ≥ 3. Hence k0 − 1, k1 ≥ 2 and the
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induction hypothesis gives us a Hamiltonian cycle C for N(k0 − 1, k1) that contains
the edge between d = 1k1−2010k0−21 ∼ 1k1−10k0−11 = e (that is edge (4.1)).
We see that H · 1 and C · 0 together visit all the vertices of N(k0, k1) exactly
once. Note that edge b1 ∼ c1 is parallel to edge d0 ∼ e0 as edge b1 ∼ d0 and
c1 ∼ e0 exist. To obtain b1 from d0 we just swap the trailing bit, same with c1
and e0. Using Lemma 2.14 the path H · 1 and cycle C · 0 can be combined as
a1
∗∼ b1 ∼ d0 ∗∼ e0 ∼ c1 to obtain a Hamiltonian path for N(k0, k1) from 0k01k1 to
1k1−10k01. The proof for the odd-even case is thus completed.
Now we consider the even-even case. Assuming both ki ≥ 2 are even, we will
split the graph into two subparts. The split is again based on the trailing bit of the
permutations:
Π(k0, k1) = Π(k0, k1 − 1) · 1 ∪ Π(k0 − 1, k1) · 0.
Note that Π(k0, k1 − 1) is even-odd case and Π(k0 − 1, k1) odd-even case. For the
stutter permutations we have
S(k0, k1) = S(k0, k1 − 1) · 1 ∪ S(k0 − 1, k1) · 0
and for non-stutter
N(k0, k1) = N(k0, k1 − 1) · 1 ∪N(k0 − 1, k1) · 0.
The induction hypothesis gives us the following:
• a Hamiltonian path H for N(k0, k1 − 1), from a = 1k1−10k0 to c = 0k0−11k1−10
that includes the unavoidable edge (4.2) a ∼ b = 1k1−2010k0−1 (we must inter-
change the role of 0 and 1 to obtain an odd-even case), and
• a Hamiltonian path H ′ for N(k0−1, k1), from d = 0k0−11k1 to f = 1k1−10k0−11,
containing the unavoidable edge (4.2) d ∼ e = 0k0−2101k1−1.
Figure 9: Splitting of even-even case based on the trailing bit
Hence, H · 1 and H ′ · 0 visit all the vertices of N(k0, k1) exactly once. In the
graph we have edges c1 ∼ d0 and f0 ∼ a1 that connect H · 1 and H ′ · 0 (Figure 9):
c1 = 0k0−11k1−101 ∼ 0k0−11k10 = d0
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f0 = 1k1−10k0−110 ∼ 1k1−10k01 = a1
and can therefore combine the paths into a Hamiltonian cycle for N(k0, k1). This
cycle contains the required edges
b1 = 1k1−2010k0−11 ∼ 1k1−10k01 = a1
and
e0 = 0k0−2101k1−10 ∼ 0k0−11k10 = d0.
This concludes the proof for even-even case.
To complete the proof we will do the odd-odd case. So let both k0 and k1 be
odd. Since the cases where one of ki = 1 are trivial (these graphs are paths), we
assume ki ≥ 3. Now we will split the graph in four parts, based on the trailing two
symbols of the permutations:
Π(k0, k1) = Π(k0, k1 − 2) · 11 ∪
Π(k0 − 1, k1 − 1) · {01, 10} ∪
Π(k0 − 2, k1) · 00.
Note that Π(k0, k1 − 2) and Π(k0 − 2, k1) are again the odd-odd cases and Π(k0 −
1, k1 − 1) an even-even case. There are no stutter permutations in Π(k0, k1) but
there are in Π(k0 − 1, k1 − 1), that will need to be somehow incorporated in the
resulting path. To see how we will do that we will examine Π(k0−1, k1−1) in more
detail.
Figure 10: Splitting odd-odd case based on two trailing symbols.
First we will do the easier parts, where the induction hypothesis does all the
work for us and gives us:
• a Hamiltonian path H for Π(k0, k1 − 2) from a = 0k01k1−2 to b = 1k1−20k0 ,
• a Hamiltonian cycle C for N(k0−1, k1−1), that visits non-stutter permutations
c = 1k1−20k0−11 and d = 0k0−21k1−10, and
• a Hamiltonian path H ′ for Π(k0 − 2, k1) from e = 0k0−21k1 to f = 1k10k0−2.
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Note that we have the edges c01 ∼ b11 and d10 ∼ e00, that is
c01 = 1k1−20k0−1101 ∼ 1k1−20k011 = b11
d10 = 0k0−21k1−1010 ∼ 0k0−21k100 = e00,
which connect these parts of the graph. The cycles C · 01 and C · 10 from N(k0 −
1, k1 − 1) · {01, 10} are isomorphic and parallel, and can incorporate the stutter
permutations as spur tips. Then they can be combined into one cycle, since the
length of C is even (Corollary 3.11, item 2 ). Hence by Lemma 3.12 we can combine
C · 01 and C · 10 together, including the stutter permutations.
To combine the combined cycle for Π(k0−1, k1−1) · {01, 10} and the paths from
the odd-odd cases we need to split the even-even parts further, based on another two
trailing symbols of permutations. By doing so we get two parallel even-even parts for
(k0− 1, k1− 3), four doubly parallel odd-odd parts for (k0− 2, k1− 2) and again two
parallel even-even parts for (k0−3, k1−1) (Figure 11). All the stutter permutations
are in the even-even subparts. By Lemma 3.12 the two cycles for (k0 − 1, k1 − 3)
can be combined with stutter permutations as spur tips. Analogously we obtain the
cycles for (k0 − 3, k1 − 1). Note these edges exist in the graph:
u01 = 0k0−21k1−301101 ∼ 0k0−21k1−20101 = c′01
v10 = 1k1−20k0−310010 ∼ 1k1−20k0−21010 = d′10.
Figure 11: Splitting of two even-even parts from Figure 10.
Permutations u01 and v10 are on the even-even cycles, and they are not at the
base of a spur. Vertex u is a stutter permutation if k1 = 3, and v is a stutter
permutation if k0 = 3. In those cases the even-even subpart consist of only one
permutation and can be included like double cycle in other cases. We can cover
• Π(k0 − 1, k1 − 3) · {1101, 1110} by Hamiltonian cycle including the stutter
permutations of Π(k0 − 1, k1 − 3) and the edge u01 ∼ u10, and
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• Π(k0 − 3, k1 − 1) · {0001, 0010} by Hamiltonian cycle, including the stutter
permutations of Π(k0 − 3, k1 − 1) and the edge v10 ∼ v01.
Now let us look into four doubly parallel paths for the odd-odd subparts, that are
Π(k0 − 2, k1 − 2) · {0101, 1001, 0110, 1010}.
These subparts can be joined together in such a way so they will contain edges
c′01 ∼ c′10 and d′10 ∼ d′01. Figure 12 shows how to construct a path on four
doubly parallel paths from c01 to d10 (note the paths are even and this path can be
extended by repeating the part from c01 to w as many times as needed).
Figure 12: Connecting four doubly parallel paths into single path between c01 and
d10.
This theorem gives us a Hamiltonian path on all non-stutter permutations. By
Corollary 3.11 we know a stutter permutation is at distance one from some non-
stutter permutation, so it is at distance one from our Hamiltonian path. And because
distance between stutter permutations is 4n (Corolarry 3.11), we can include stutter
permutations as single spur in Hamiltonian path and obtain a Lehmer path on the
neighbor-swap graph. Thus Lehmer’s conjecture holds in binary case.
5 Posets and Stachowiak’s approach
In this section we will introduce Stachowiak’s approach [18] with posets that served
as a base for the algorithm presented in Section 6. Stachowiak proved that there
exists a Hamiltonian path in every neighbor-swap graph that has two or more odd
ki in the signature (these graphs do not have stutter permutations). In his article
Stachowiak is working with partially ordered sets and for vertices takes all linear
extensions of a poset, which is more general than the case of permutations of a
multiset. In [15] a necessary condition for existance of Hamiltonian cycle is given
for the case when the partial order is a forest (disjoint union of trees). There is
also given a necessary and sufficient condition for the case where the partial order
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consists of disjoint chains. Posets consisting of disjoint chains are actually neighbor-
swap graphs on multisets as defined in Section 3. The lemmas in this section hold
for general posets, but we will focus only on the aspect of neighbor-swap graphs and
their subgraphs.
Stachowiak’s approach of tackling the problem of finding a Hamiltonian cycle
(path) is a bit different from the one in Section 4. Stachowiak assumes a solution
for odd-odd case and uses it as a base case for higher arity solutions. We will look
into the construction of Hamiltonian cycles (paths) by taking induced subgraphs of
neighbor-swap graphs and fixing certain symbols instead of breaking down all the
permutation based on the trailing symbols in a whole neighbor-swap graph.
In this section, we present the proofs for the construction of cycles that I used
for my algorithms and are a part of construction for a Hamiltonian path in case the
signature has at least two odd ki, that will be presented in the Section 7.
The following four lemmas (Lemma 5.1 - 5.5) are results from [18, Lemma 7-
10]. In the article the graphs are viewed as graphs derived from posets, but we will
look at them as subgraphs of neighbor-swap graphs and we will also introduce new
notation for them.
Lemma 5.1. Let G be a subgraph of a neighbor-swap graph with signature (1, 1, q, p)
with fixed first two symbols in the vertices to be 01 or 10. Then graph G contains a
Hamiltonian cycle for every p, q > 0.
We will denote the graph G from Lemma 5.1 G by ((1|0)(kq|lp)), and use this
notation also for other subgraphs, as it is more convenient to describe certain cases.
Graph G = ((1|0)(kq|lp)) is an induced subgraph by set of vertices
V = 10 · Π(q, p) ∪ 01 · Π(p, q)
of the neighbor-swap graph with signature (1, 1, q, p). The operator | allows mixing
elements while () fix the order. In this case we can mix symbols 1 and 0 and
separately mix symbols k and l, but we cannot mix 0s and 1s together with symbols
k and symbols l.
Example 5.2. Graph G = ((1|0)(k2|l2)) from Figure 13 is a subgraph of neighbor-
swap graph with signature (1, 1, 2, 2). Length of permutations in G is 6 and the
number of vertices is




V = 10 · Π(2, 2) ∪ 01 · Π(2, 2)
and |Π(2, 2)| = 4!
2!·2! . The subgraphs 10 · Π(2, 2) and 01 · Π(2, 2) are isomorphic and
parallel. Each of them is isomorphic to a neighbor-swap graph with signature (2, 2).
The vertex set is
V (G) ={10kkll, 10klkl, 10lkkl, 10lklk, 10llkk, 10kllk,
01kkll, 01klkl, 01lkkl, 01lklk, 01llkk, 01kllk}.
The permutations like 1k0llk and kk10ll are not vertices of the graph.
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Figure 13: Graph ((0|1)(k2|l2)).
Proof of Lemma 5.1. We will use induction on p. If p = 1, then the cycle is of the
form
01kql ∼ 01kq−1lk ∼ · · · ∼ 01lkq ∼ 10lkq ∼ · · · ∼ 10kql.
Now assume Lemma 5.1 holds for p−1 and split graph G into subgraphs Gi induced
by a set of vertices ((0|1)kq−il(ki|lp−1)) for 0 ≤ i ≤ q, (union of Gi’s is graph G).
This means we fix first two symbols to be either 01 or 01, elements on thirs to q−i+2
place are symbols k, then there is an l followed by permutations from a graph that
are isomorphic to graph with signature (i, p − 1). By induction hypothesis each of






(swapping the underlined symbols) as 01kq−ilkilp−1 is of degree 2 in Gi. Then we
replace the edge a1 in G1 by the path 10kq−1lklp−1 ∼ 10kqlp ∼ 01kqlp ∼ 01kq−1lklp−1,
and so connecting G0 and G1 (the underlined two permutations in the path are G0).
Now we need to glue together the edges b1 and b2, b3 and b4,. . . and a2 and a3, a4
and a5,. . . to obtain a Hamiltonian cycle in G (see Figure 14).
Figure 14: Connecting cycles from Lemma 5.1 together where q is odd.
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Next lemma allows a bit more freedom as the previous one regarding the selected
permutations in the graph.
Lemma 5.3. The graph G = (((0|1)kq)lp) contains a Hamiltonian cycle for every
p, q > 0 (graph G is a subgraph of neighbor-swap graph with signature (1, 1, q, p)
where 0 and 1 appear before all k’s).
Proof. We will start by splitting the graph G into subgraphs
Gi = ((0|lp−i)1(kq|li)) ∪ ((1|lp−i)0(kq|li)).
Gi is a subgraph where first p − i + 1 elements are l’s and 0 or 1. Then it is
followed by 1 or 0 accordingly, and the last part of the permutation are q k’s and i
l’s mixed together. Now we will show each of the subgraphs contains a Hamiltonian
path with end vertices xi = 0lp−i1likq and yi = 1lp−i0likq. In the case of G0 this is
a path
0lp1kq ∼ l0lp−11kq ∼ · · · ∼ lp01kq ∼ lp10kq ∼ · · · ∼ 1lp0kq.
For i > 0 we again split Gi into subgraphs Gij for 0 ≤ j ≤ p− i of the form
Gij = (l








2(p−i−j)(l|1)li+2j−p−10(li|kq)) for p− i
2
< j ≤ (p− i).
Figure 15: Path in Gi starting at xi0 = xi and ending at yi(p−1) = yi.
Each Gij is isomorphic to the graphs from Lemma 5.1, that is Gij ∼ ((0|1)(kq|lp)).
Hence all Gij have a Hamiltonian cycle containing the edge xij ∼ yij where
xij = l




























< j ≤ (p− i).
By Lemma 5.1 Gi0 contains the edge ai = 0lp−i1likq ∼ 0lp−i1li−1klkq−1. By remov-
ing edges xij ∼ yij from Gij and adding edges yij ∼ xi(j+1) we obtain a required
Hamiltonian path in Gi. Now we connect x0 and x1, x2 and x3,. . . y0 and y1, y2 and
y3,. . . and obtain ⌊p+12 ⌋ cycles in G. If p is even, then there remains a path in Gp
and we connect its end vertices to obtain the last cycle (see Figure 15). Lastly we
connect a1 and a2, a3 and a4, . . . and obtain Hamiltonian cycle in G (see Figure 16).
Figure 16: The ⌊p+1
2
⌋ cycles in graph G, when p is even.
Next lemma further generalizes the graphs on which we can obtain a Hamiltonian
cycle.
Lemma 5.4. The graph G = ((kr(0|1)ks)|lp), where p, r+ s > 0, contains a Hamil-
tonian cycle.
Proof. If s = 0, then the graph G = ((kr(0|1))|l) is isomorphic to the graph
(((0|1)kr)lp) from Lemma 5.3 and thus has a Hamiltonian cycle. For s > 0 we
proceed by induction on r, that is the number of k’s appearing before 0 and 1. If
r = 0 then we have a case from Lemma 5.3. Assume r > 0. Then we divide a graph
into subgraphs where we will fix the number of l’s appearing before first k that is
Gi = (l
p−ik((kr−1(0|1)ks)|li)), where r k’s appear before 0 and 1 and s k’s after, for
0 ≤ i ≤ p. By inductive hypothesis, there exists a Hamiltonian cycle Ci for each Gi
where i > 0. Each cycle Ci contains edges
ai = l
p−iklikr−101ks ∼ lp−iklikr−110ks




and for r > 1
bi = l
p−iklikr−101ks ∼ lp−ikli−1klkr−201ks
by same argument as for edge ai. In the cycle C1 we exchange the edge a1 with the
path
lp−1klkr−101ks ∼ lpkr01ks ∼ lpkr10ks ∼ lp−1klkr−110ks
that is connecting graph G0 to the cycle in graph G1. We connect the following
cycles together by gluing b1 and b2, b3 and b4, . . . and a2 with a3, a4 with a5, . . . and
end up with a Hamiltonian cycle for G.
The last lemma in this section tells us how we can extend a Hamiltonian path
in a graph of arity n to a Hamiltonian path in a bigger graph of arity n+ 1.
Lemma 5.5. Having a graph Q with Hamiltonian path, vertices of even length and
p > 0, then the graph to G = (Q|lp) contains a Hamiltonian cycle.
Proof. Let K1 ∼ K2 ∼ · · · ∼ K2n be a Hamiltonian path in Q. We split G into n
subgraphs Gi by mixing in l’s into a pair of permutations K2i−1 and K2i, that is Gi =
(K2i−1|lp) ∪ (K2i|lp). Each Gi is isomorphic to graph ((kr(0|1)ks)|lp) from Lemma
5.4 for some r and s thus obtains a Hamiltonian cycle Ci. Let Kj = kj1kj2 . . . kjq
and denote the edges
aj = l
pkj1 . . . kjq ∼ lp−1kj1lkj2 . . . kjq
and
bj = kj1kj2 . . . kjql
p ∼ kj1kj2 . . . lkjqlp−1.
Degrees of lpkj1 . . . kjq and kj1kj2 . . . kjqlp are 2 and therefore the cycle Ci contains
the edges a2i−1, a2i, b2i−1 and b2i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. If Kj and Kj+1 do not differ in first
pair of elements (that is kj1 = k(j+1)1 and kj2 = k(j+1)2) then bj and bj+1 are parallel.
If Kj and Kj+1 do not differ in last pair of elements (that is kj(q−1) = k(j+1)(q−1) and
kjq = k(j+1)q) then aj and aj+1 are parallel. At least one of the pairs is parallel, as
they Kj and Kj+1 differ in a single neighbor swap. Therefore we can glue the parallel
edges being aj and aj+1 or bj and bj+1 of subgraphs Gj and Gj+1 for j = 2i, 1 ≤ i < n
and thus obtaining a Hamiltonian cycle in G.
With this lemma we are finishing the section based on article [18]. Now that we
are armed with all the needed knowledge on constructions of Hamiltonian cycle, we
will focus on the algorithms that can be derived from the constructions.
6 Algorithms
In this section we present the algorithms that find Hamiltonian cycles in certain
subgraphs of neighbor-swap graphs. These algorithms are based on lemmas from
Section 5. We will look deeper into the structure of Hamiltonian cycles and in
each step of construction in Subsection 6.1 and then clarify the construction on an
example in Subsection 6.2.
For the implementation of the algorithm, I used Python 3.6. Firstly, I had to
decide how to represent permutations and graphs, and I chose lists of strings for
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permutations, dictionaries for graphs and list of lists for edges as it seemed the most
convenient way to operate with those.
Next step was (re)writing some basic functions from Mathematica notebook [19]
that were thought to be useful further on. These were functions that generate all the
permutations with a given signature, generate a graph from the signature, select all
the (non-)stutter permutations, check if a given list of permutation is a Hamiltonian
path or a cycle, deciding if two vertices are adjacent, cutting the cycle at a given
edge etc. All of the functions are planned to become a part of a Python library. An
example of a function is given in Appendix A.
6.1 Construction
In this subsection we will look into each of the algorithms and take another look at
lemmas from Stachowiak that we encountered in Section 5. The last algorithm uses
the previous ones to construct a Hamiltonian cycle in the most general neighbor-swap
graph - the one generated by mixing in new symbols into an existing Hamiltonian
path. We will start with algorithm for some specific graphs, that will be used as a
base case in more general graphs.
6.1.1 Hamiltonian cycle for the graph ((1|0)(kq|lp))
The algorithm follows the proof of Lemma 5.1. Let us firstly recall the structure of
graphs from Lemma 5.1. These are graphs with fixed {01, 10} at the beginning of
every vertex and then followed by q symbols k and p symbols l mixed together where
p, q > 0. In other words G is graph induced on vertices 10 · Π(q, p) ∪ 01 · Π(q, p).
Input data for the algorithm fL1h(q, p, m) are integers q, p and a list m.
Integer q stands for the multiplicity of symbols k and integer p for the multiplicity
of symbols l in the signature of the graph. List m will be needed in construction
of cycles in Lemma 5.3 and in recursive calls of algorithm itself when generating
subgraphs Gi’s. The output of the algorithm is a Hamiltonian cycle on the subgraph
((0|1)(kq|lp)) of neighbor-swap graph with signature (1, 1, q, p). When we want to
generate a Hamiltonian cycle in graph G, we set m to be an empty list, so we call
function fL1h(q, p, []).
Breaking down the algorithm, firstly we deal with the case p = 1. In this
case the proof itself gives us the direct construction of the cycle that is of form
01kql ∼ 01kq−1lk ∼ · · · ∼ 01lkq ∼ 10lkq ∼ · · · ∼ 10kql and that is what function
returns.
The next step in the algorithm is construction of subgraphs Gi’s for i = 0, . . . q+1
that have a fixed number of k’s before first l, to be more precise graph Gi has vertices
{01, 10} followed by q−i symbols k, then the first l appears that is followed by all the
permutations of i symbols k and p−1 symbols l. To find a cycle in this subgraph we
call fL1h(i, p-1, n) where n = m + (q - i) * [’k’] + [’L’]. If m = [’1’,
’0’, ’L’] and q - i = 2 we get a list n = [’1’, ’0’, ’L’, ’k’, ’k’, ’L’.
We append Hamiltonian cycles of Gi’s to a list G, for i in range(q+1).
Proceeding step is the one of adding G0 to G1 as described in the proof. In same
iteration trough the list G of Hamiltonian cycles we generated for each Gi we also do
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the breaking and orientating the cycles so that they start at ai = 10kq−ilkilp−1 ∼
01kq−ilkilp−1 as defined in the proof. We again save these cycles in the list.
Now we are connecting the odd cycles by edges ai and even ones by edges bi to
the existing cycle C. We go trough all the cycles and gluing them to the cycle we
are building - starting with cycle covering G0 and G1 we connect the cycle of G2 by
gluing b1 in the existing cycle and b2 in cycle G2, then we glue G3 by connecting a2
and a3 and so on so that cycle C includes all the cycles Gi’s and covers the graph G.
Lastly we just reverse or cut the cycle so it starts with aq, which followed by bq.
6.1.2 Hamiltonian cycle for the graph (((0|1)kq)lp)
Structure of the graphs from Lemma 5.3 are similar to the ones from Lemma 5.1
with a slight generalization - l’s might appear before or in between 0 and 1 whereas
k’s still appear after both of them.
Construction for these graphs might be the most complex one as we need to split
the graphs into subgraphs and split them again to get graphs isomorphic to the ones
from Lemma 5.1 and consequently the Hamiltonian cycles in them. With help of
those we construct slightly bigger Hamiltonian paths, that are in the end connected
to a Hamiltonian cycle of the whole graph.
Let us look into more details on how the function fL2h(q, p) works. As an
input it accepts integers q and p, where q is the number of occurrences of symbol k
and p the number of occurrences of symbol l. It returns a Hamiltonian cycle on a
subgraph ((((0|1)kq)lp)) of a neighbor-swap graph (1, 1, q, p).
First we split the original graph G into subgraphs Gi in which we fix the number
of occurrences of l before the last occurrence of 0 or 1 to be p− i, that is the number
of l’s that appear before both of 0 and 1. If i = 0 we do not need to break the
graph further on as we can directly construct a Hamiltonian path for G0 to be
G_0 = [j * ['L'] + ['0'] + (p - j) * ['L'] + ['1'] + q * ['k']
for j in range(p + 1)]
+ [(p - j) * ['L'] + ['1'] + j * ['L'] + ['0'] + q * ['k']
for j in range(p + 1)]}.
In other cases we split the subgraph Gi in to subsubgraphs Gij fixing the number
of l’s appearing before first 0 or 1. At this point I found a mistake in the proof of
the Lemma 5.3 in the article [18]. The mistake was within the definition for Gij in
the case where (p− 1)/2 < j ≤ p− i. The definition stated the graph is of form
Gij = (l
2(p−i−j)+1(l|1)li+2j−p−10(li|kq)) for p− i
2
< j ≤ (p− i)
but it should be
Gij = (l
2(p−i−j)(l|1)li+2j−p−10(li|kq)) for p− i
2
< j ≤ (p− i).
All of this subsubgraphs are isomorphic to the graphs from Lemma 5.1 with
appropriate m. On the subsubgraph Gij we call the function fL1h(q, i, m) where
for 0 ≤ j < (p− i)/2 we have
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m = (p - i - 2 * j - 1) * ['L'] + ['1'],
for j = (p− i)/2 we have m = [], and for (p− i)/2 < j ≤ p− i we have
m = (i + 2 * j - p - 1) * ['L'] + ['0'].
As it is stated in proof of Lemma 5.3 we get the wanted cycles with edge xij ∼ yij.
The function fL2h then puts the vertex xij to the beginning of the list and yij to
the end and then just appends it to the path for Gi. We save these paths in a list.
Next step is merging two paths together in the cycle by gluing first and last
elements of paths together, reversing the path if necessary. If p is even we are
remained with a single path that is connected into a cycle by gluing first and last
vertex of a path together. We do this by going trough the list of paths and saving
the new cycles in a new list.
The last step is connecting the cycles together by edge
ai = 0l
p−i1likq ∼ 0lp−i1li−1klkq−1.
We go trough a list of cycles and start building a cycle by connecting a1 and a2
(note this cycle also contains a3). On the next step we add a cycle containing a4
and a5 by gluing a3 and a4 and so on. In between we make sure the orientation of
cycles is correct and ai’s in the right place.
6.1.3 Hamiltonian cycle for the graph ((kr(0|1)ks)|lp)
In Lemma 5.4 we deal with graphs that derive from graphs in the Lemma 5.3 with
a slight generalization - that is fixing the number of symbols k appearing before 0
and 1, no k’s appear between 0 and 1 and the l’s appear without restrictions where
as in Lemma 5.3 k’s appear only after 0 and 1.
The function fL3h(r, s, p) is based on Lemma 5.4. The input parameters the
function takes in are integers r, s, p. Integer r stands for number of symbols k
appearing before 0 and 1, s is the number of k’s appearing after 0 and 1 and p is the
number of l’s appearing in the permutation. The function returns a Hamiltonian
cycle on a subgraph ((kr(0|1)ks)|lp) of a neighbor-swap graph with signature (1, 1, r+
s, p).
The function starts by checking s = 0 and in this case we call fL2h(r, p) and
then reversing each vertex to return the needed cycle. We do the reversing of vertices
as k’s in fL2h appear after 0 and 1 and in our case they appear before 0 and 1. Next
we check r = 0 and in this case we have a graph from posets on which Lemma 5.3
and just call fL2h(s, p) and return the cycle.
Otherwise we recursively call fL3h(r-1, s, i) and insert (p - i) * [’L’] +
[’k’] at the beginning of each permutation to obtain a cycle for
Gi = (l
p−ik((kr−1(0|1)ks)|li)).
Then we reverse the cycle so the edge
ai = l
p−1klikr−101ks ∼ lp−1klikr−110ks
is at the beginning and append it to the list of cycles of Gi’s.
Now we exchange the edge a1 for the path in G0. Lastly we go trough the list
of cycles of Gi’s and build the cycle by connecting the a2i with a2i+1 and b2i−1 with
b2i.
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6.1.4 Hamiltonian cycle in graph (Q|lp)
The Lemma 5.5 works with an already existing Hamiltonian path of even length in
Q and then mixing in each vertex a p number of symbols l.
The function fL4h(K, p) takes in two input arguments. List K is a Hamiltonian
path on permutations of even length in a graph Q and integer p being the number
of symbols l to mix in. The function returns a Hamiltonian cycle in graph (Q|lp).
The first step is constructing cycles Ci for subgraphs Gi’s. We split G into n
subgraphs Gi by mixing in l’s into a pair of permutations K2i−1 and K2i. The
subgraphs are isomorphic tho the ones from previous lemma (Lemma 5.4), so we
call fL3h(r, s, p) with appropriate parameters (r+ s is the length of K2i). After
we obtain the cycles we need to rename them - all appearances of k need to be
replaced by permutation K2i−1 or K2i, depending on the order of 0 and 1, and save
them in the list.
The next step is to glue together the cycles. We check if the aj and aj+1 are
parallel, then we connect the cycle by gluing this two edges, otherwise we connect
it by bj and bj+1 where
aj = l
pkj1 . . . kjq ∼ lp−1kj1lkj2 . . . kjq
and
bj = kj1kj2 . . . kjql
p ∼ kj1kj2 . . . lkjqlp−1.
6.2 Example
In this subsection we will show the use of the algorithm fL1h(p, q, m) on an
example. The entire code is listed in the Appendix A, but here we will only highlight
parts of it.
In the algorithms I represent the vertices as lists of strings, where I used capital
letter L instead of a symbol l so there would not be a confusion between number 1
and letter l.
Let us look into an example of fL1h(2, 3, []) where we will obtain a Hamil-
tonian cycle on graph G = ((0|1)(k2|l3)). Note that this graph has 2 · 5!
2!·3! = 20
vertices, each of length 7 (see Figure 17). It has two isomorphic parallel subgraphs
01 · Π(2, 3) and 10 · Π(2, 3). These two subgraphs are isomorphic to neighbor-swap
graph with signature (2, 3).
The algorithm starts with the loop (Listing 1) where the function recursively
calls itself on smaller subgraphs. In our case we get on first iteration fL1h(0, 2,
[’k’, ’k’, ’L’]). We will save Hamiltonian cycles from subgraphs in list G.
G = [] # List of Hamiltonian cycles in subgraphs G_i
for i in range(q + 1):
n = m + (q - i) * ['k'] + ['L']
G.append(fL1h(i, p - 1, n))
Listing 1: The loop from function fL1h(q, p, m)
As this is a base example with q = 0 we get (Listing 2) a cycle
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if p == 1 and q != 0:
a = [['1', '0'] + m + q * ['k'] + ['L']] + [['0', '1'] + m + (q -
i) * ['k'] + ['L'] + i * ['k'] for i in range(q + 1)] +






if q == 0:
return [['1', '0'] + m + p * ['L']] + [['0', '1'] + m + p *
['L']]↪→
Listing 2: Base cases of fL1h(q, p, m)
[['1', '0', 'k', 'k', 'L', 'L', 'L'], ['0', '1', 'k', 'k', 'L', 'L', 'L']]
which is appended to the list G that will contain all cycles of subgraphs, this one
being for G0.
On the next iteration we get fL1h(1, 2, [’k’, ’L’]) which then breaks down
to fL1h(0, 1, [’k’, ’L’, ’k’, ’L’]) and fL1h(1, 1, [’k’, ’L’, ’L’]). Be-
ing base cases we get two cycles
[['1', '0', 'k', 'L', 'k', 'L', 'L'],['0', '1', 'k', 'L', 'k', 'L', 'L']]
and
[['1', '0', 'k', 'L', 'L', 'k', 'L'], ['0', '1', 'k', 'L', 'L', 'k', 'L'],
['0', '1', 'k', 'L', 'L', 'L', 'k'],['1', '0', 'k', 'L', 'L', 'L', 'k']]
that are merged into one cycle by inserting the first one in second one right after
first vertex. Now we obtain a cycle for G1 and append it to the list G.
On the third step of iteration the function call fL1h(2, 2, [’L’]) breaks down
to calls of fL1h(0, 1, [’L’, ’k’, ’k’, ’L’]), fL1h(1, 1, [’L’, ’k’, ’L’])
and fL1h(2, 1, [’L’, ’L’]) resulting in cycles
[['1', '0', 'L', 'k', 'k', 'L', 'L'],['0', '1', 'L', 'k', 'k', 'L', 'L']],
[['1', '0', 'L', 'k', 'L', 'k', 'L'], ['0', '1', 'L', 'k', 'L', 'k', 'L'],
['0', '1', 'L', 'k', 'L', 'L', 'k'], ['1', '0', 'L', 'k', 'L', 'L', 'k']]
and
[['1', '0', 'L', 'L', 'k', 'k', 'L'], ['0', '1', 'L', 'L', 'k', 'k', 'L'],
['0', '1', 'L', 'L', 'k', 'L', 'k'], ['0', '1', 'L', 'L', 'L', 'k', 'k'],
['1', '0', 'L', 'L', 'L', 'k', 'k'], ['1', '0', 'L', 'L', 'k', 'L', 'k']].
Again we insert first one after the first element in the second one and obtain a cycle
for G2 appending it to the list G.
Now we have a list G of cycles for G0, G1 and G2. We insert G0 in G1 after the
first permutation to obtain a cycle for G0 ∪ G1 and update G1. We iterate trough
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Figure 17: Hamiltonian cycle in ((0|1)(k2|p3) found by fL1h(2, 3, []).
list G. On first step we do not do anything (as we already merged together G0 and
G1), on second step we append updated G1 to the new list that will contain the final
cycle and on the third step we need to reverse the new list and insert it into G2’s
first vertex.
The last step of the algorithm only puts the required vertex on the first place
by reversing the cycle if necessary and cutting it on the right place. Figure 17 is
a visual representation of cycles we get for subgraphs and how to connect them to
obtain the final cycle. The dotted edges are the ones added to connect all cycles
together and the dashed ones are skipped. The resulting cycle is represended in
Figure 17.
7 Known results
In this section we present three important known results. One that proves that
a Hamiltonian cycle does not exist in graphs with signatures (1, 1, even). Another
gives us a construction of a Hamiltonian path in graphs with signatures with at least
two odd ki (except for the (1, 1, even) case) [18] and the last one gives us a cycle
cover for graphs of arity at least three and at most one odd ki [20]. The only missing
part of proof for Lehmer’s conjecture is finding a sufficient number of parallel edges
in those cycles.
The first two proofs will be a bit more general, as we will introduce them through
posets. Firstly we will introduce some definitions and notations.
7.1 Known results for posets
All the definitions and results in this subsection were presented in [18].
Definition 7.1. A partial order is a binary operation ≤ over a set P , where ≤ is
reflexive (p ≤ p for all p ∈ P ), antisymmetric (if p ≤ q and q ≤ p, then p = q) and
transitive (if p ≤ q and q ≤ r, then p ≤ r).
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We call a set P with a partial order (P,≤) a partially ordered set or a poset
on a ground set P . When p ≤ q, we say that p is related to q, which does not
imply that q is also related to p, because the relation need not be symmetric. If
p ≤ q or q ≤ p for two elements p, q ∈ P , we say they are comparable. Otherwise
they are incomparable. A partial order under which all the pairs of elements are
comparable is called a total order or linear order. A totally ordered set is called a
chain. A subset of a poset where no two distinct elements are comparable is called
an antichain.
A partial order ≤∗ on a set P is an extension of another partial order ≤ on P
if for all elements p, q ∈ P , whenever p ≤ q, it is also holds that p ≤∗ q. A linear
extension is an extension that is also a linear order. Every partial order can be
extended to a linear order.
Similarly as we defined neighbor-swap graphs on permutations of a multiset, we
will define them on a poset. Let P be a poset, and let L(P ) denote the set of all its
linear extensions. We define a graph G = GE(P ) on L, where an edge exists, if two
extensions differ in order of two adjacent elements (neighbor-swap). Let P = (R,≤1)
and P ′ = (R,≤2) be posets on same ground set R. Then a graph G = GE(P, P ′)
is defined on a union of linear extensions, that is G = GE(P )∪GE(P ′). Vertex set
of graph G is an union of linear extensions V (G) = L(P ) ∪ L(P ′) and edges exist
between vertices differing in a single neighbor-swap. Now let P and Q be arbitrary
posets. Set of vertices of graph G = GE(P |Q) are linear extensions L(P ∪ Q) and
edges again exist between vertices differing in a single neighbor-swap. As it holds
for neighbor-swap graphs, also graphs on posets are bipartite and connected. Let
U ∪ V be a bipartition of V (G) and d(G) = ||U | − |V ||. This is another notation
for the number of even permutations minus the number of odd permutations used
in Lemma 3.10. We will use this notations, when the focus will be on the graphs
and D when we will be talking about the permutations and their parity. Remember
there is no Hamiltonian path in G if d(G) > 1. The operators | and () will have the
same meaning as the ones defined in Section 5.
To obtain neighbor-swap graphs and their subgraphs from posets, we notice that
we can label all the elements in a chain of a poset with the same symbol (but not
necessarily), even though they are different elements. The reason for that is, that a
chain fixes an order in linear extension, so the elements from a chain always appear
in the same order. Thus we can never mix elements of one chain, as we do not mix
the same symbols in neighbor-swap graphs. It follows, that if a poset is a disjoint
union of chains, the graph defined on them is the same as a neighbor-swap graph
defined on a multiset. In this case each chain is labeled with the same symbol, and
the length of chains is its multiplicity. If poset is arbitrary, we get some subgraph
of a neighbor-swap graph. Examples of graphs defined on posets that are not a
disjoint union of chains are presented in Figure 18 and Figure 20 and the posets
on which these two graphs are defined are shown in Figure 19 and on Figure 21.
Graph GE((0|1)(1|2)) on Figure 18 is a subgraph of neighbor-swaph graph with
signature (1, 2, 1) induced by the set of vertices {0112, 0121, 1021, 1012} and graph
GE((0|1)(1|22)) on Figure 20 is a subgraph of neighbor-swap graph with signature
(1, 2, 2) induced by the set of vertices {01022, 01202, 01220, 10022, 10202, 10220}.
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Figure 18: A graph GE((0|1)(1|2)) as an induced subgraph of neighbor-swap graph
with signature(1, 2, 1) on bright coloured vertices.
2 1
0 1
Figure 19: A poset for graph GE((0|1)(1|2)).
Figure 20: A graph GE((0|1)(0|22)) as an induced subgraph of neighbor-swap graph





Figure 21: A poset for graph GE((0|1)(0|22)).
The next conjecture I proposed states that each subgraph of a neighbor-swap
graph can be described as a graph defined on posets. That allows us to use Sta-
chowiak’s results for subgraphs of neighbor-swap graphs induced by non-stutter
permutations.
Conjecture 7.2. Given a subgraph H of a neighbor-swap graph, you can find such
posets Pi, that H = (P1, P2, . . . , Pk).
That seems to be true, as we can take k = |V (H)| chains, where each corresponds
to a vertex in neighbor-swap graph. That means we label each chain’s nodes in an
order of a certain vertex (distinct vertex for each chain). Linear extension of a chain
is a chain itself, which is exactly one vertex of neighbor-swap graph. That means
we can use the known results from posets for any subgraph of neighbor-swap graph
including the ones induced by all non-stutter permutations.
The main results of this section are summed up in Theorem 7.3 and Theorem
7.4. The first one, stated below, is actually Lemma 12 from [18].
Theorem 7.3. Graph G with signature (1, 1, p), p even, does not contain a Hamil-
tonian cycle.
As a graph derived from a poset we could write G = (0|1|lp). This really is a
neighbor-swap graph, because the poset on which it is defined is a disjoint union of
chains 0, 1 and lp.
Proof. We can split graph G = (1, 1, p) where p is even, into two subgraphs
G = GE(01|lp) ∪GE(10|lp),
meaning in G0 = GE(01|lp) 0 always appears before 1 and in G1 = GE(10|lp)




+ 1 by induction on p. If k2 = 0 the graph Gi contains only one vertex,
thus d(Gi) = 1. If it holds for p− 2, meaning d(Gi) = p2 , then we can split Gi into
three parts as follows
G0 = GE((01|lp−2)l2) ∪GE((0|lp−1)(1|l)) ∪GE(lp01)
and
G1 = GE((10|lp−2)2) ∪GE((1|lp−1)(0|l)) ∪GE(lp10)
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that is G0 = G00 ∪ G01 ∪ G02 and G1 = G10 ∪ G11 ∪ G12. The first subgraphs G00
and G10 in the unions are isomorphic to Gi for p − 2, thus d(G00) = d(G10) = p2 ,
the second two G01 and G11 have d(G01) = d(G11) = 0 as there is the same number
of even and odd permutations and the last two G02 and G12 add 1 to the result for
p− 2, that is p
2
+ 1 finishing the inductive consideration.
We know d(G) = 0 by Lemma 3.10. There are p+ 1 edges
ai = l
i01lk2−i ∼ li10lk2−i
between G0 and G1 in G. Suppose we have a Hamiltonian cycle C in G, then C can
be split into at most p maximal paths such that each of them is contained in one
Gi. That is true, as two consequent paths must be joined together by an edge aj for
some 0 ≤ j ≤ p and there are p + 1 edges. Because C is a cycle, it can use only p
of those edges, as it can not contain an odd number of edges ai.
Therefore we have at most p
2
paths in each Gi that cover all the vertices. This




+ 1 and at least p
2
+ 1 number of paths would be needed to cover Gi, i =
0, 1.
The following theorem from [18] is a generalization of Lemma 5.5 from Section
5.
Theorem 7.4. If for a partially ordered set Q a graph GE(Q) has an even number
of vertices and contains a Hamiltonian path, the graph GE(Q|P ) has a Hamiltonian
path for every partially ordered set P .
To prove this theorem, we will need to use the following lemmas and a introduce
new definition.
Definition 7.5. An edge in GE(Q|lp) is called an i-edge if both its end vertices
correspond to linear extensions of Q|lp and symbols on places i and (i+ 1) of lp are
adjacent. A set of i-edges ei for 1 ≤ i < p such that ei ̸= ej for i ̸= j is called a full
set of i-edges.
Some examples of 1-edge in GE(q3|l5) are llqqqlll ∼ llqqlqll (which is also a
4-edge), lllqlqql ∼ llqllqql and llqllqlq ∼ lllqllqlq. A full set of i-edges for this graph
is
{llqqqlll ∼ llqqlqll, qlqllqll ∼ lqqllqll, qlqlqlll ∼ lqqlqlll, qllqlqll ∼ lqlqlqll}.
We notice there are many options to chose from for each i-edge and that a certain
i-edge can be also a j-edge, i ̸= j.
Next lemma is also presented as [18, Lemma 3]. It is similar to the result of
Batagelj and Pisanski in [2].
Lemma 7.6. Let a graph G = GE(Q|P ) contain a family of cycles C such that each
GE(Q|L) - L is linear extensions of P - as a subgraph of G contains exactly one
cycle of C (this is a Hamiltonian cycle on the subgraph). If each of these cycles has
a full set of i-edges corresponding to a fixed full set in GE(G|lp), cycles in C can be
combined into one cycle containing all their vertices.
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Figure 22: On the left hand side we have a tree T in GE(P ) and Lis are linear exten-
sions. On the right hand side we have cycles from C in each GE(Q|Li) corresponding
to linear extensions Li.
Proof. Graph GE(P ) is connected, so it contains a spanning tree T . To each edge
Lm ∼ Ln in T we assign a number i, where 1 ≤ i < p, such that Lm can be obtained
from Ln by neighbor swap of i-th and i + 1-th symbol of a permutation. All the i-
edges in GE(Q|Lm) and GE(Q|Ln) have adjacent i-th and i+1-th symbol of its end
vertices from Lm or Ln correspondingly. Thus the i-edges for a fixed i in GE(Q|Lm)
and GE(Q|Ln) are parallel - the only swap is the one we need to make to obtain
Lm from Ln. For all GE(Q|Lm) and GE(Q|LN) we glue all such edges together to
obtain one cycle from cycles in C (each GE(Q|Lk) contains exactly one cycle of C).
There are no problems with gluing these edges, because there is at most one edge
from Lm labeled by i in GE(P ).
Here we present another useful lemma [18, Lemma 11].
Lemma 7.7. Let q = |Q| > 2, p = |P | > 0 and GE(Q) have an even number of
vertices containing a Hamiltonian path. Then GE(Q|P ) has a Hamiltonian cycle.
Proof. Let L be a linear extensions of P . As GE(Q|L) is isomorphic to GE(Q|lp)
we have by Lemma 5.5 a Hamiltonian cycle for each GE(Q|L). We can glue those
cycles into one cycle by Lemma 7.6, all we need to do is find a full set of i-edges in
GE(Q|lp). Let K = k0k1 . . . kq−1 be a linear extension of Q. The vertex
xi = l
ik0k1 . . . kq−1l
p−i ∈ V (GE(Q|lp))
has two neighbors in Hamiltonian cycle of GE(Q|lp). At most one of the neighboring
vertices is obtained from xi by swapping i-th and (i+1)-th element. Thus there exist
a neighboring vertex not obtained by this swap, so ends of this edge have (i− 1)-th
and (i)-th symbol l and we can take this edge for (i−1)-edge ei−1. This way we can
obtain a full set of i-edges, that is i-edges for 1 ≤ i < p− 1.
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Knowing Lemma 7.7 we can start with the proof of Theorem 7.4. In the proof
of the theorem we will implicitly proof the missing part of Lemma 2 from [18].
Proof of Theorem 7.4. For P = ∅ the graph GE(Q|P ) = GE(Q) contains a Hamil-
tonian path by assumption. For |Q| > 2 it follows from Lemma 7.7. Now we will
look in the case of |Q| = 2. We divide it in two cases, based on parity of |P |.
First let |P | be odd. The graph is G = GE(0|1|P ) - in case Q would consist of
same two symbols, we have a cycle by Theorem 4.1. So we can assume they are
distinct. Graph G is a disjoint union of subgraphs GE(0|1|L) where L is a linear
extension of P . These subgraphs are isomorphic to GE(0|1|lp). Now we need to
construct a cycle in each of them and assure they have a full set of i-edges. Then
we can connect them into one cycle by Lemma 7.6.
Let us start with a construction of a cycle. Graph GE(0|1|lp) has (p+1) vertex-
disjoint paths
di = 0l
p−i1li ∼ l0lp−i−11li ∼ · · · ∼ lp−i01li ∼ lp−i10li ∼ · · · ∼ 1lp−i0li




Connecting the first vertices and the last vertices of d0 and d1, d2 and d3,. . . we
obtain ⌊(p + 1)/2⌋ disjoint cycles. Now we can glue a1 and a2, a3 and a4,. . . to
obtain a Hamiltonian cycle in GE(0|1|lp).
Now that we have a Hamiltonian cycle, we need to show it has a full set of
i-edges. Each cycle contains edges ci = li01lp−i ∼ li10lp−i for 1 ≤ i < p. For a full
set of i-edges we can take
e1 = l
p−101l ∼ lp−110l = cp−1
and for general i-edge, i > 1 we take
ei = l
i−101lp−i+1 ∼ li−110lp−i+1 = ci−1.
It is clear that i-th and (i+ 1)-th symbols of l are adjacent in the vertices incident
to the selected edges.
Now we will look into case |P | being even. This is a bit more complex, as
GE(0|1|P ) does not contain a Hamiltonian cycle. This is isomorphic to a graph
with signature (1, 1, even), and by Theorem 3.9 we know it admits a Hamiltonian
path but not a cycle. We will further on split this case into two subcases. First let us
assume P = lp. Then we can use the paths di from previous case and again connect
two by two to obtain ⌊(p + 1)/2⌋ cycles, with additional path dp = 01lp ∼ 10lp
that is actually an edge. We connect the cycles by gluing ai’s as described before
in case |P | is odd. A cycle contains a vertex 1l0lp−1 adjacent to a vertex 10lp from
the path dp. Breaking the cycle at the edge 1l0lp−1 and appending dp we obtain a
Hamiltonian path.
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Figure 23: Construction of a cycle in graph (0|1|P ) where |P | is even.
Now assume P is not a chain. Again breaking the problem down, we first deal
with p = 2. The only graph to consider is the one with signature (1, 1, 1, 1) or in
poset notation (0|1|2|3). We can apply Lemma 5.5 to Q = (1, 1, 1) and p = 1 to
obtain a Hamiltonian cycle. In case |P | > 2 we can split GE(P ) into a family of
paths D of lengths at least 1, which will be shown right away, using the induction
on p = |P |.
For p = 2 we have a graph with a single edge, that is a path of length 1. Now
we assume we can split the graph GE(P ′) into paths of length at least 1 for all
|P ′| = (p − 1) > 3 and let |P | = p. We have two cases: either P contains a chain
of (p− 1) elements or it does not. If it contains a (p− 1)-element chain, GE(P ) is
a path of length at least 1. If it does not contain the chain, GE(P ) does not have
such a path. Let x ∈ P be a minimal element in P . Now let us consider the poset
R = P − x. By inductive assumption R can be split into paths of length at least
1. Thus the graph GE(P ), which consists of graphs GE(P − x) for all minimal
elements x ∈ P , can be split into such paths.
Let D be a path
D = LD(1) ∼ LD(2) ∼ · · · ∼ LD(s(D)) ∈ D
and let GD(i) denote the graph (0|1|LD(i)). Let us consider GD(1) as a subgraph of
GE(0|1|P ) and construct a cycle as in previous case, with the difference of taking
the paths di to be
d′i = l
i1lp−i0 ∼ li1lp−i−10l ∼ · · · ∼ li10lp−i ∼ li01lp−i ∼ · · · ∼ li0lp−i1.
In the other subgraphs we will take the cycles as described in case of P = lp. Note
that these cycles must contain an edge lp01 ∼ lp10 and cycle in GD(1) an edge
01lp ∼ 10lp by Lemma 2.8. Now we combine these cycles by Lemma 7.6 and replace
the edges 01LD(1) ∼ 10LD(1) by paths
01LD(1) ∼ 01LD21) ∼ · · · ∼ 01LD(s(D)) ∼ 10LD(s(D)) ∼ · · · ∼ 10LD(1)
and the edges LD(2)01 ∼ LD(2)10 by paths
LD(2)01 ∼ LD(1)01 ∼ LD(1)10 ∼ LD(2)10.
Now we obtained a Hamiltonian cycle in G for p > 2.
Thus the Theorem is proven.
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7.2 Known results for neighbor-swap graphs
A disjoint cycle cover is a set of vertex-disjoint cycles that visit all the permutations
precisely once. In this subsection we will present a proof for a vertex-disjoint cycle
cover of neighbor-swap graph, omitting the stutter permutations, that is presented
in article [20, Theorem 13].
To prove D. H. Lehmer’s conjecture (Conjecture 3.13), it would be enough to
prove these cycles contain an appropriate number of suitable parallel edges to con-
nect all of them into one cycle. It seems it would be useful to use the concept of full
set of i-edges and connect them in one cycle by Lemma 7.6. It has been empirically
observed, that there are many possible choices for the cycles and such edges.
Theorem 7.8. Let graph G with signature (k0, k1, . . . kr) be a graph where r > 2 and
at most one ki is odd. Then the neighbor-swap graph on all non-stutter permutations
admits a disjoint cycle cover.
Proof. We will prove this theorem with induction on n, dealing with two main
cases: with all even ki’s and all but one even ki’s where the last one boils down to
three special cases. These are graphs with signatures (even, 2, 1), (even, 1, 1) and
(odd, 2, 1) where the latter two are involved in the solution for the first one.
We will start with all-even case. We split the graph based on last two trailing
symbols x and y of each permutation. This results in two cases, whether the two
trailing symbols differ or are equal.
In case they are equal, that is x = y, we obtain k subgraphs with signature of all
even ki and arity at least k − 1. These graphs have the same stutter permutations
as original graph. By induction hypotheses we have a vertex-disjoint cycle cover for
the non-stutter permutations of each of the subgraphs.






subgraphs with arity r and two odd ki. These graphs do not have stutter permuta-
tions. By Theorem 7.4 each of them admits a Hamiltonian path, that can be paired
together - of each pair we have a path ending with xy that is isomorphic and parallel
to the one ending with yx - joining the end vertices and obtaining a cycle.
All of these cycles together form a vertex-disjoint cycle cover on non-stutter
permutations, so the all-even case is proven.
Next case is the all-but-one-even not containing (even, 2, 1). Now we will split
the graph based on the last trailing symbol x. This results in two cases, depending
on the parity of kx - number of occurrences of x.
In case kx is odd, we obtain a single subgraph with all-even signature of arity
at least r − 1. This graph has the same stutter permutations as the original graph
and by induction hypothesis we get a vertex-disjoint cycle cover on the non-stutter
permutations for this case.
In case kx is even, we obtain r − 1 subgraphs with arity r and precisely two
odd ki. By [18] each of them admits a Hamiltonian cycle, except the one with the
signature (even, 1, 1) (Theorem 7.3). This arises in case of original graph having a
signature (even, 2, 1), which will be dealt in the next subcase.
All of these cycles together form a vertex-disjoint cycle cover on non-stutter
permutations, so the all-but-one-even not containing (even, 2, 1) case is proven.
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Now we will solve the (even, 2, 1) case. To prove this case, we will later separately
construct one Hamiltonian cycle for (even, 1, 1) and (odd, 2, 1) together. We split
the graph based on the last trailing symbol x. We need to look into three cases:
x = 0, x = 1 and x = 0.
In case of x = 0 we obtain a subgraph with a signature (odd, 2, 1) that has
no stutter permutations. Proof that it contains a Hamiltonian cycle will be dealt
with a bit later. We will prove that it contains a path between a = 120k0−11 and
b = 0210k0−21.
In case where x = 1 we have a subgraph with signature (even, 1, 1) that has no
stutter permutations. Proof that it contains a Hamiltonian path between c = 120k0
and d = 0210k0−1 will be presented in the following section.
The last case of x = 2 leads to a subgraph with a binary signature (even, 2)
that has all the stutter permutations of original graph. By Theorem 4.1 it admits a
Hamiltonian cycle on all non-stutter permutations.
The original graph has both edges a0 ∼ c1 and b0 ∼ d1, thus we can connect
paths from x = 0 and x = 1 into one cycle. This cycle can be also connected to the
cycle from x = 2 as it has suitable parallel edges. Thus the case of (even, 2, 1) is
complete.
Now we need to construct Hamiltonian paths in (even, 1, 1) and in (odd, 2, 1) to
conclude the proof.
Figure 24: Path in (4, 1, 1) from c = 12000 to d = 021000
Starting with the construction of the path between c = 120k0 and d = 0210k0−1
for the (even, 1, 1) case. We can see the structure of the path on Figure 24. In
general the structure remains the same - the top left corner corresponds to 10k02
and top right corner to 0k012, and the other permutations in top row end with 2. The
position of 2 in permutation decreases for one in each next row, so the permutations
in bottom row begin with 2. The position of 1 in permutations increases from left
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to right. If we add two 0’s to the graph, we add two additional rows on top and two
columns on the right side and appending two zeros to all the previous permutations.
We can connect those to the previous path adding an L shape turned rotated for
180° in positive direction obtaining a path between c and d in (even, 1, 1).
Now it is only left to construct a path in (odd, 2, 1) from a = 120k0 to b =
0210k0−11. We split the graph according to last one or two symbols xy and look into
four cases: xy = 00, xy ∈ {20, 02}, xy = 10 and xy = 12 or y = 1.
In first case xy = 00 we obtain a subgraph with signature (odd, 2, 1) which by
induction hypothesis admits a Hamiltonian path between vertex a′ = 120k0−21 and
vertex b′ = 0210k0−31.
In case xy ∈ {20, 02} we obtain two parallel subgraphs, that are isomorphic.
They have signature (even, 2) and has stutter permutations. By Theorem 4.1 we
have a Hamiltonian cycle of even length on non-stutter permutations in each of them
and that can be merged into one cycle by Lemma 3.12 including stutter permuta-
tions.
In case xy = 10 we obtain a subgraph with signature (even, 1, 1) and from
previous paragraph we know it obtains a Hamiltonian path between c′ = 120k0−1
and d′ = 0210k0−2. It can be connected to (odd, 1, 1, ) · 00 using the edges
a′00 = 120k0−2100 ∼ 120k0−1 = c′10
and
b′00 = 0210k0−3100 ∼ 0210k0−210 = d′10
to obtain a cycle.
Figure 25: A path for the subgraph (3, 1, 1) · 1 ∪ (3, 1) · 12 from a = 120001 to
b = 021001
In the last case where xy = 12 or y = 1 we obtain subgraph that is a path,
with signature (odd, 1) in the first case and a subgraph with a signature (odd, 1, 1)
in second. For the union of those subgraphs we can construct a Hamiltonian path
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between vertex a and vertex b. The construction is similar to the one for (even, 1, 1)
and is represented on Figure 25. Top row is a subgraph (3, 1) · 12, the remaining is
the subgraph (3, 1, 1) · 1. Symbol 1 is moving towards the right in each column from
left to right and symbol 2 is moving towards the right from bottom row towards the
top one. Adding additional two 0s to the graph would add two rows at the bottom
and two columns on the left side. We obtain a k0 × (k0 + 2) grid, and only k0 − 1
edges are missing, the ones on the diagonal from missing edge a ≁ b up towards the
edge
0k0−11201 ≁ 0k0211.
The resulting paths and cycles can be combined trough appropriate parallel
edges (many options) into desired path for (odd, 2, 1) from a to b. Thus the proof is
completed.
8 New approaches
In this section I will present new approaches, that could lead to concluding the proof
of Lehmer’s conjecture. In this approach I used the functions from Section 6.
What remains to be proven is the case of finding a Lehmer cycle in a graph with
signature of arity at least 3 and at most one odd ki. The case of arity 2 is dealt
with in Section 4 and in case of two or more odd ki’s is solved in [18] and the proof
is described in Sections 5 and 7.
Attempt of finding Lehmer path in neighbor-swap graphs with somehow weaker
results is presented in [20] (proof presented in Section 7) - providing us with vertex-
disjoint cycle cover. More precisely, a set of vertex-disjoint cycles that visit all
the permutations exactly once. This somehow gives us hope, that a Lehmer path
actually exists, we would just need to find a sufficient number of appropriate parallel
edges in the cycles to finish the proof.
But our approach will not base on this disjoint cycle cover but we rather start
with a smaller graph, finding a Hamiltonian path there and then step by step mixing
in new symbols with the help of Lemma 5.5.
8.1 Example
In this subsection we will show the idea on an example. We will take a look at the
smallest graph that is not trivial but has arity at least 3 and at most one odd ki.
That is a neighbor-swap graph G on 90 vertices with signature (2, 2, 2) with no odd
ki. A smaller example is graph with signature (2, 2, 1), that is isomorphic to the one
in Figure 6, but we already have a construction for this one. The construction is
described in the proof of Theorem 7.8.
We start with a Hamiltonian path H on all non-stutter permutations of the
graph with the signature (2, 2) (Figure 4) that we can construct by Theorem 4.1 and
already proven in [7]. The number of non-stutter permutations is always even and
the length of the Hamiltonian path is odd as it does not include stutter permutations.
The path looks like this: H = 0101, 1001, 1010, 0110 and is of length 3. Now we use
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function fL4h(H, 2) and obtain a cycle C on a subgraph of neighbor-swap graph
with signature (2, 2, 2). This function mixes into each permutation two symbols
l, obtaining a Hamiltonian cycle in graph (Q|l2), where Q is an induced subgraph
of neighbor-swap graph on all non-stutter permutations. We can always use the
function, as the permutations will always be of even length. This subgraph does not
include the permutations derived from stutter permutation, for example 00l11l.
Next step is mixing in symbol L in the stutter permutations and then incorporate
the cycles in the cycle C. In our case we have two stutter permutations, namely
0011 and 1100. By mixing in L in the first one, we obtain a cycle S1 on 12 vertices,
which do not appear in cycle C, skipping stutter permutations from G, that are
0011LL, 1100LL, 11LL00, 00LL11, LL1100 and LL0011. We pick an edge in S1
where in both end vertices 0 and 1 appear one after another, eg. s = L0011L ∼
L001L1. Edge with end vertex 00L1L1 would not be appropriate, because we need to
find a parallel edge in cycle C. In our example this is the edge c = L0101L ∼ L010L1
wheres 00L1L1 does not have any adjacent vertex in C.
Now we break the cycle C at the edge c and S1 at the edge s obtaining a path,
inserting it in C and extending the cycle. It would be great if we could do it the
same way for the other cycle derived from the stutter permutation 1100 and we can
do it. We again create a cycle mixing in the L, find appropriate edge that is parallel
to one in cycle C and merge in the path. The resulting cycle is a Lehmer cycle of
graph G with signature (2, 2, 2). I have not yet found a smart way of finding these
parallel edges and choosing the right one. I found the parallel edges by brute-force
and there has always been several options which all seem to work.
It seems like a great way of constructing cycles. The only problem is with finding
the right edge to break the cycle, which was done by brute-force, and insert the
path generated form the stutter permutations. We would need to provide a general
argument that there are enough such edges in the graph.
Obtaining a cycle in a neighbor-swap graph with signature (2, 2, 2) can serve as a
path H for further on constructions with larger arity, at the end obtaining a cycle for
any graph with signature (2, 2, k2, k3, . . . , kn). We would call fL4h(H, k2), obtaining
a path H2 and using it for H3 = fL4h(H2, k3), . . . , Hn = fL4h(Hn−1, kn), where
we would need to incorporate paths derived from stutter permutations on each step.
A cycle Hn would then be a Hamiltonian cycle on all non-stutter permutations in
graph (2, 2, k2, k3, . . . , kn).
From Section 4 we have a construction for Hamiltonian path on non-stutter per-
mutations for even-even case and odd-even case (Theorem 4.1). So we can arrange
the signature of a graph in such a way that even ki’s appear in front and if there is
an odd ki (there is at most one!) it appears as the last thereby obtaining a signature
(k0, k1, . . . , kn) where all ki’s are odd except maybe kn. Now we use the Theorem
4.1 and construct a path on all non-stutter permutations of graph (k0, k1). Then we
step by step add new symbols and construct a cycle Ci by using Lemma 5.5. Note
the vertices will always be of even length, because
∑m
i ki is even for all, m < n.
After constructing each new cycle Ci we need to add paths derived from stutter
permutations of graph (k0, k1, . . . ki−1) and mix in the i-th symbols. We can use
Theorem 4.1 on the graph with signature (k0 + k1 + · · · + ki−1, ki) to obtain these
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paths and then rename the vertices accordingly - rename 1’s to symbol i and rename
0’s to the symbols as they occur in a stutter permutation. Thus the proof would be
complete if we would prove we can incorporate the paths on each step.
9 Conclusion
The main focus of this thesis was to present the known results about Lehmer’s
conjecture and write a computer program, that will help with further studies of this
problem.
Lehmer’s conjecture states that there exists a Lehmer path for every neighbor-
swap graph. We provided a construction of Hamiltonian paths for all neighbor-swap
graphs which have at least two odd ki in the signature. These graphs are somehow
nice, as they do not have stutter permutations, which force us to include spurs in
Lehmer paths. We also presented a proof that neighbor-swap graphs with binary
signature have a Lehmer path. We actually constructed a Hamiltonian path on a
graph induced by all non-stutter permutations and then by previous lemmas we
included stutter permutations as single spurs in the Hamiltonian path, obtaining a
Lehmer path.
The remaining unproven part of Lehmer’s conjecture is construction for neighbor-
swap graphs with at least ternary signature and at most one odd ki. All of these
graphs contain at least one stutter permutation, that need to be included into Hamil-
tonian path as single spurs. This part of the conjecture remains unproven since 1965
which is partly due to complications with stutter permutations and partly to already
tedious constructions for graphs with at least two odd ki in the signature that is
(probably) still less tedious than in the cases with stutter permutations.
We showed some general results for neighbor-swap graphs. First important proof
is complete proof in binary case and the second a construction of vertex-disjoint cover
in case signature of graph is at least ternary and has at most one odd ki. Providing
a proof that these disjoint cycles can be glued together in one cycle, the Lehmer’s
conjecture would be proven.
We also proved some results for more general graphs derived from posets. We
showed that a graph (1, 1, even) has a Hamiltonian path, but not a cycle, and that
the graphs GE(Q|P ) for every poset P have Hamiltonian path, if GE(Q) has a an
even number of vertices and contains a Hamiltonian path. To prove this we showed
that certain subgraphs also contain a Hamiltonian cycle.
In the thesis, I presented the structure of the algorithms that I programmed as a
tool for further research on Lehmer’s conjecture. They follow the constructions from
the proofs of Lemmas 5.1 - 5.5 and construct Hamiltonian cycles for certain families
of subgraphs of neighbor-swap graphs. I also explained the use of one algorithm
on an example. These algorithms were mainly developed to help us understand the
structure of cycles they generate and give us some insight on them.
These algorithms I wrote were a helping tool for finding Lehmer cycles in general
neighbor-swap graphs, targeting the ones with signatures with at most one odd ki.
These are the graphs for which known constructions do not work. With use of the
algorithms we can study the structure of Lehmer paths. This might enlighten us and
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give us an idea on how to construct a general algorithm for construction of Lehmer
paths.
I suggested a new approach that could prove the missing part of Lehmer’s conjec-
ture. The procedure is based on an iterative construction of Lehmer cycles and paths
in graphs with at most one odd ki and signature of greater arity than 2. For this
construction I use the algorithms I wrote and combined them with already known
constructions. The idea is to sort the signature of a graph in a way that the odd ki
appears in the signature as the last. Then we construct a Hamiltonian cycle on all
non-stutter permutations of a graph with a signature (k1, k2). The permutations are
of even length (k1 and k2 are even). By Lemma 5.5 we can mix in the next symbol
obtaining a Hamiltonian cycle. We also mix this symbol in stutter permutations of
the the binary graph, obtaining a smaller cycle. Combining the cycle and the paths,
we obtain a Hamiltonian cycle on non-stutter permutations of a bigger graph. We
repeat the procedure until we run out of ki in the signature. This construction is
proven to work on small examples (for example the one in Section 8) but still lacks a
general proof. Providing a proof that sufficient number of parallel edges exist would
conclude Lehmer’s conjecture. More precisely - proving the cycles obtained from
mixing in new symbols into spur have a sufficient number of parallel edges with the
main cycle, the Lehmer’s conjecture would be confirmed.
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10 Slovenski izroček
V magistrskem delu beseda teče o grafih transpozicij sosedov in predvsem o iska-
nju Hamiltonovih ciklov in poti v njihovih podgrafih. S tem problemom se je prvi
formalno začel ukvarjati Derrick Henry Lehmer, ki je v članku [13] leta 1965 po-
stavil domnevo, da vsak graf transpozicij sosedov vsebuje nepopolno Hamiltonovo
pot. Nepopolnost se nanaša na dejstvo, da je dopuščal dvakratni zaporedni obisk
določenih vozlišč. Njegova domneva še danes ni v celoti dokazana, v tem magistr-
skem delu pa se poleg predstavitve že znanih dokazov ukvarjamo z novimi načini,
kako bi domnevo dokončno potrdili. Moj pristop se zanaša na konstrukcije, ki jih
je Stachowiak opisal v [18]. Njegove konstruktivne dokaze sem preoblikovala, da
so primerni za računalniško aplikacijo in napisala algoritem, ki zgradi Hamiltonove
poti in cikle v določenih podgrafih grafov transpozicij sosedov.
Grafi transpozicij sosedov so definirani na množici permutacij večkratne množice.
Vozlišča predstavljajo permutacije, med seboj pa so povezana tista, ki se razlikujejo
zgolj v eni transpoziciji različnih sosednjih simbolov. Graf, ki je prikazan na sliki
6, je definiran na večkratni množici [0, 0, 1, 2, 2] in mu pripada podpis (2, 1, 2), ki
nam poda večkratnosti simbolov. Ti grafi so dvodelni in povezani. Graf s podpisom
P = (k0, k1, . . . kn) je izomorfen grafom, katerih podpisi so permutacije podpisa P .
Lehmerjeva pot ali cikel je sprehod oziroma sklenjen sprehod, ki obišče vsa vozlišča
natančno enkrat, razen morda tako imenovanih trnjev, kjer vozlišče v na bazi trnja
obišče dvakrat v sosledju tj. v ∼ x ∼ v, x ∈ V (slika 7). Vozlišče x imenujemo vrh
trna.
Graf transpozicij sosedov s podpisom (k1, k2, . . .) ima Hamiltonovo pot natanko
tedaj, ko je bodisi pot, bodisi sta vsaj dva ki liha [12, 20]. To sledi iz ugotovitve, da
se lahko število lihih in sodih permutacij razlikuje za največ ena, če želimo da graf
še premore Hamiltonovo pot. Za računanje razlike je podana formula
D(k0, k1, . . . ) =
{
M(k0 ÷ 2, k1 ÷ 2, . . . ) največ en ki je lih,
0 vsaj dva ki sta liha,
kjer je M(k0, k1, . . . ) število vozlišč grafa s podpisom (k0, k1, . . . ) in ÷ označuje
celoštevilsko deljenje.
Pomembna ugotovitev pri nadalnjih konstrukcijah je, da lahko združimo dva
vzporedna cikla z enojnimi trni v en cikel, ki obišče vsa vozlišča natanko enkrat (slika
8). Pomemben pojem, ki nam bo pomagal pri določanju, katere permutacije bodo
vrhi trnov v Lehmerjevi poti, je podvojena permutacija. Podvojena permutacija je
permutacija, kjer je vsak par simbolov na mestih 2i in 2i+ 1 enak, z izjemo morda
zadnjega simbola, če je dolžina permutacije liha. Primer podvojene permutacije je
x0x0x1x1 · · ·xnxny. Opazimo, da graf transpozicij sosedov ne vsebuje podvojenih
permutacij, če ima v podpisu vsaj dva liha ki.
Dolgo znani rezultat o obstoju Hamiltonove poti je vezan na permutacije množic.
V tem primeru vemo, da Hamiltonova pot obstaja za vsak n ∈ N, kjer je n dolžina
permutacije, za n > 3 pa obstaja celo Hamiltonov cikel [8]. Dvojiški primer, to so
grafi z dvojiškim podpisom (k0, k1), je v celoti dokazan [20, 7]. V splošnem velja,
da Hamiltonova pot obstaja natanko tedaj, ko je graf bodisi trivialen (tj. ki je 0
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ali 1), bodisi sta vsaj dva ki liha [12]. Splošen primer s poljubnim podpisom je
rešen v primeru, ko sta vsaj dva ki liha [18]. Podane so konstrukcije Hamiltonovih
ciklov, razen v primeru, ko je podpis enak (2k, 1, 1). V tem primeru je dokazano, da
Hamiltonov cikel ne obstaja [18]. Da bo Lehmerjeva domneva dokazana, je potrebno
pokazati, da grafi s podpisom, kjer sta manj kot dva ki liha in brez Hamiltonove
poti vsebuje Lehmerjevo pot. Za razliko od grafov s podpisom, ki ima več kot en lih
ki, ti grafi vsebujejo podvojene permutacije.
V dvojiških grafih s podpisom (k0, k1) velja naslednji izrek [20, Izrek 9].
Izrek 10.1. Graf transpozicij sosedov s podpisom (k0, k1) na nepodvojenih permu-
tacijah ima Hamiltonovo pot. Velja tudi, da premore Hamiltonov cikel, če sta oba
ki soda. V primeru da sta različne parnosti lahko konstruiramo pot med 0k01k1
∗∼
1k1−10k01. V primeru, da sta oba ki soda, pa lahko zahtevamo, da cikel vsebuje po-
vezavi 0k0−2101k1−10 ∼ 0k0−11k10 in 1k1−2010k0−11 ∼ 1k1−10k01.
Izrek 10.1 dokažemo z indukcijo na n, ki označuje dolžino permutacij. Osnovni
primer je graf s podpisom (1, k1), za katerega vemo, da vsebuje Hamiltonovo pot, saj
je že sam graf pot. Indukcijski korak razdelimo na podprimere, glede na parnost k0
in k1. Vsak primer ločimo glede na ustrezno število zadnjih k simbolov permutacij,
da dobimo grafe, ki so izomorfni grafom s krajšimi permutacijami. Z dokazom tega
izreka smo pokazali, da imajo dvojiški grafi pod pogoji v izreku Hamiltonovo pot
na grafu induciranem z nepodvojenimi permutacijami. Znano je, da so podvojene
permutacije na razdalji ena od nepodvojenih permutacij, torej na razdalji ena od
Hamiltonove poti. Prav tako vemo, da je razdalja med dvema podvojenima permu-
tacijama večkratnik števila štiri. Sledi, da lahko podvojene permutacije vključimo
v Hamiltonovo pot kot trnje in dobimo Lehmerjevo pot.
Splošnejša oblika grafov transpozicij sosedov je dobljena, če namesto večkratne
množice vzamemo delno urejeno množico, za vozlišča pa vzamemo vse njene line-
arne razširitve. Dve vozlišči sta zopet povezani, če se razlikujeta v transpoziciji
dveh sosednjih simbolov. Čeprav so delno urejene množice definirane na navadnih
množicah, lahko vse elemente iz ene verige označimo z istim simbolom. To je res,
saj veriga določi vrstni red njihovih pojavitev v linearni razširitvi, torej preprečuje
njihove permutacije, kot je v grafih transpozicj sosedov nemogoče mešanje istih sim-
bolov. Graf transpozicij sosedov dobimo, če je delno urejena množica, na kateri je
graf definiran, disjunktna unija verig, drugače pa nek njegov podgraf.
Stachowiak je v [18] predstavil konstruktiven dokaz za obstoj Hamiltonovih ciklov
v grafih s podpisom z vsaj dvema lihima ki. Izjema je graf s podpisom (1, 1, 2k).
V tem primeru je dokazal, da Hamiltonov cikel ne obstaja. Ti grafi ne vsebujejo
podvojenih permutacij, zato je iskana Lehmerjeva pot kar Hamiltonov cikel oziroma
pot.
Naslednje leme [18, Lema 7-10] so osnovni koraki za konstrukcijo Hamiltonovega
cikla v grafih z vsaj dvema lihima ki v podpisu.
Lema 10.2. Naj bo G podgraf grafa s podpisom (1, 1, q, p), kjer sta prva dva simbola
permutacij bodisi 01 bodisi 10. Potem ima graf G Hamiltonov cikel za vsak p, q > 0.
Ker bodo nadalnji podgrafi bolj kompleksni, uvedemo novo notacijo, v kateri
graf iz zgornjega izreka zapišemo kot ((1|0)(kq|lp)) - | dovoljuje mešanje simbolov,
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oklepaji pa fiksirajo njihov vrstni red, dopuščajo pa mešanje znotraj oklepajev. V
primeru ((1|0)(kq|lp)) lahko med sabo poljubno mešamo simbola 0 in 1, prav tako
simbole k in l, ne smejo pa se simboli k in l pojaviti pred zadnjim od simbolov 0 in
1. Graf ((1|0)(kq|lp)) bi lahko opisali tudi kot induciran podgraf na množici
01 · Π(q, p) ∪ 10 · Π(q, p)
grafa transpozicij sosedov s podpisom (1, 1, q, p). S Π(q, p) označujemo množico vseh
permutacij večkratne množice s q ponovitvami simbola k in p ponovitvami simbola
l. Graf induciran na množici 01 · Π(q, p) je izomorfen grafu transpozicij sosedov s
podpisom (q, p). Prav tako sta izomorfna vzporedna podgrafa 01 · Π(q, p) in 10 ·
Π(q, p).
Lema 10.3. Graf G = (((0|1)kq)lp) ima Hamiltonov cikel za vsak p, q > 0.
Grafi, za katere Lema 10.3 zagotavlja Hamiltonov cikel, so podgrafi (1, 1, q, p),
kjer se 0 in 1 pojavita pred vsemi simboli k. V dokazu leme sem v članku [18] našla
napako pri definiciji podgrafov, na katerih poiščemo poti, ki jih kasneje zlepimo v
cikle in te v Hamiltonov cikel. Pri dokazu v magistrskem delu sem jo odpravila in
dokaz prilagodila.
Lema 10.4. Graf G = ((kr(0|1)ks)|lp), kjer p > 0 in r + s > 0 ima Hamiltonov
cikel.
Lema 10.4 zagotavlja Hamiltonove cikle v grafih, kjer imamo fiksirano število
simbolov k pred prvo pojavitvijo 0 ali 1 in številom ponovitev za njima. Med 0 in
1 se simboli k ne pojavljajo, simboli l pa nastopajo prosto.
Lema 10.5. Naj bo Q graf s podpisom (k1, k2, . . . , kn) graf s Hamiltonovo potjo
in vozlišči sode dolžine ter naj bo p > 0. Potem ima graf G s podpisom (Q|lp)
Hamiltonov cikel.
S pomočjo zgornjih lem si lahko pomagamo pri dokazu naslednjega izreka, ki
je glavni rezultat Stachowiakovega članka [18]. Bodi P delno urejena množica. Z
GE(P ) bomo označili graf, definiran na vseh linearnih razširitvah P , s povezavami
med tistimi, ki se razlikujejo v transpoziciji različnih sosednjih simbolov. Oznaka
GE(Q|P ), kjer sta P in Q delno urejeni množici, pa definira graf na delno urejeni
množici Q ∪ P in za vozlišča vzamemo linearne razširitve množice Q ∪ P .
Izrek 10.6. Za delno urejeno monožico Q, kjer ima graf GE(Q) sodo število vozlišč
in ima Hamiltonovo pot, ima graf GE(Q|P ) Hamiltonovo pot za vsako delno urejeno
množico P .
Za dokaz tega izreka je potrebno uvesti pojem i-povezav. Povezava v GE(Q|lp)
je i-povezava, če sta obe vozlišči linearni razširitvi Q|lp in sta simbola na mestih
i in i + 1 iz lp sosednja, torej med njima se ne pojavi noben simbol iz Q. Primer
1-povezave v grafu GE(q3|l5) je llqqqlll ∼ llqqlqll, ki pa je tudi 4-povezava. Množico
i-povezav ei, 1 ≤ i < p, kjer ei ̸= ej za i ̸= j, imenujemo polna množica i-povezav.
Da pa je dokaz lažji in preglednejši, najprej predstavimo še dve lemi. Prva je
pomembna, saj nam pove, kdaj je možno z združevanje ciklov v podgrafih dobiti en
cikel, ki obišče vsa njihova vozlišča.
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Lema 10.7. Naj graf G = GE(Q|P ) vsebuje tako družino ciklov C, da vsak za vsako
linearno razširitev L delno urejene množice P graf GE(Q|P ) kot podgraf G vsebuje
natančno en cikel iz C. Če ima vsak od teh ciklov polno množico i-povezav, ki se
ujema s fiksno polno množico na GE(G|lp), lahko cikle iz C združimo v en cikel, ki
vsebuje vsa njihova vozlišča.
V dokazu leme uporabimo dejstvo, da ima vsak povezan graf vpeto drevo, ki
služi kot ogrodje pri združevanju ciklov.
Druga lema, ki nam pomaga pri dokazu Izreka 10.6 pa govori o Hamiltonovih
ciklih v grafih, ki jih konstruiramo iz tistih, za katere že poznamo Hamiltonovo pot.
Lema 10.8. Naj bo |Q| = q > 2, |P | > 0 in naj ima GE(Q) sodo število vozlišč ter
Hamiltonovo pot. Potem ima GE(Q|P ) Hamiltonov cikel.
V dokazu Izreka 10.6 ločimo primere, ko je |P | = ∅ (sledi po predpostavki izreka),
|Q| > 2 (kar sledi iz Leme 10.8) in |Q| = 2. Ta primer nadalnje razčlenimo na
primera glede na parnost moči množice |P |. V primeru, da je |P | liha, graf razdelimo
na podgrafe GE(Q|L), kjer je L linearna razširitev P , ki so izomorfni GE(0|1|lp). V
vsakem podgrafu skonstruiramo cikel in pokažemo, da ima družina ciklov v podgrafih
polno množico i-povezav. V primeru, ko je |P | sod vemo, da GE(0|1|P ) ne vsebuje
Hamiltonovega cikla (to nam pove Izrek 10.9). Ločimo dva primera - bodisi je P
veriga, bodisi to ni. V primeru, da je veriga, lahko uporabimo delne rezultate iz
primera, ko je |P | lih. Dobimo disjunktne cikle in pot, ki pokrijejo graf ter jih
zlepimo skupaj v Hamiltonov cikel. V primeru, ko P ni veriga, velja za |P | = 2,
da je P graf s podpisom (1, 1, 1, 1) oziroma v notaciji za delno urejene množice graf
(0|1|2|3). Da dobimo Hamiltonov cikel, uporabimo Lemo 10.5 za Q = (1, 1, 1) in
p = 1. V primeru, ko je |P | > 2 pokažemo, da lahko graf GE(P ) razdelimo na poti
dolžine vsaj 1. S spretno izbiro poti, ki jih združimo v cikle, lahko dokaz končamo
z uporabo Leme 10.7. Ta nam pove, da lahko te cikle, ki vsebujejo polno množico
i-povezav združimo v Hamiltonov cikel.
Med znanimi izreki za delno urejene množice je tudi naslednji [18, Lema 12].
Zanimiv je, saj so grafi s podpisom (1, 1, 2k) edini iz družine grafov (2k0 + 1, 2k1 +
1, k2, k3, . . . ), ki ne premorjo Hamiltonovega cikla.
Izrek 10.9. Graf s podpisom (1, 1, 2k) nima Hamiltonovega cikla.
V dokazu graf razdelimo na dva izomorfna podgrafa G0 in G1. Z indukcijo na
p pokažemo, da je D(Gi) = p2 + 1. Vemo, da je p + 1 povezav med izomorfnima
podgrafoma. Ob predpostavki, da graf ima Hamiltonov cikel, bi ga lahko razdelili
na največ p poti, kjer je vsaka vsebovana v enem od podgrafov. Hitro pridemo do
protislovja s številom maksimalnih poti v posameznem podgrafu.
V grafih transpozicij sosedov s podpisom, kjer je največ en ki sod, lahko kon-
struiramo pokritje iz disjunktnih ciklov na nepodvojenih permutacijah [20, Izrek 13].
Za končen dokaz Lehmerjeve domneve bi bilo dovolj pokazati, da imajo disjunktni
cikli zadostno število vzporednih povezav, ki jih potem lahko zlepimo skupaj. To
še ni bilo dokazano, zdi pa se, da bi bilo smiselno uporabiti koncept polne mno-
žice i-povezav, ki bi ga iz delno urejenih množic prenesli na permutacije večkratnih
množic. Dokaz o obstoju disjunktnih ciklov je podan z indukcijo na n, ki označuje
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dolžino permutacij. Glavna podprimera indukcijskega koraka sta grafa s podpisom,
kjer so vsi ki sodi in primer, kjer so vsi razen enega sodi. V drugem primeru mo-
ramo posebej obravnavati tri podprimere. To so grafi s podpisi (2k, 2, 1), (2k, 1, 1)
in (2k + 1, 2, 1). Posebna obravnava je posledica rezultata Izreka 10.9.
Algoritmi, ki sem jih napisala, se močno opirajo na dokaze trditev Stachowiaka.
Za vsako od Lem 10.2 - 10.5 sem sprogramirala funkcijo, ki vrne Hamiltonov cikel za
določene podgrafe grafov transpozicij sosedov. S pomočjo teh funkcij sem prišla do
ideje za konstrukcijo Lehmerjevih poti v grafih, za katere že znane konstrukcije ne
delujejo. Idejo sem preizkusila na majhnih primerih, v splošnem pa še ni dokazana.
Pri programiranju sem se odločila za Python 3.6. Vozlišča sem predstavila s
seznami nizov, grafe pa s slovarji, kjer so bili ključi vozlišča, vrednosti pa vsi njegovi
sosedi. Povezave sem predstavila kot sezname dolžine 2, poti pa kot zaporedja
sosednjih vozlišč. Najprej sem napisala nekaj osnovnih funkcij, za katere se mi je
zdelo, da bodo kasneje uporabne, npr. generiranje vseh sosedov v grafu, iskanje vseh
podvojenih permutacij, združevanje vzporednih ciklov s trni funkcije, ki preverijo,
ali je dan seznam res Hamiltonova pot ali cikel. Pri tem sem si pomagala z že
napisanimi funkcijami v Mathematiki [19].
Funkcija, ki vrne Hamiltonov cikel za grafe oblike ((0|1)(q|p)), rekurzivno kon-
struira cikle, ki jih z vrivanjem ustreznih permutacij simbolov na določeno mesto
v krajših permutacijah in združevanji sestavi Hamiltonov cikel na grafu. Za robni
primer, ko je p = 1, direktno podamo konstrukcijo cikla. Celotna funkcija je podana
v Dodatku A.
Funkcija, s katero konstruiramo Hamiltonove cikle v grafih (((0|1)kq)lp) se zdi
najbolj kompleksna, saj najprej graf razdelimo na podgrafe, v katerih najdemo Ha-
miltonove cikle. Potem te cikle združimo v poti v večjih podgrafih in jih paroma
združimo v cikle. Na koncu cikle združimo v Hamiltonov cikel za celotni graf.
Naslednja funkcija za konstrukcijo Hamiltonovih ciklov v grafih ((kr(0|1)ks)lp)
deluje podobno kot prejšnji dve. V podgrafih, ki so bodisi izomorfni grafom iz
prejšnje funkcije, bodisi na njih rekurzivno kliče funkcijo, poišče Hamiltonove cikle.
Zopet z vrivanjem določenih permutacij v permutacije dobimo vozlišča prvotnega
grafa, in nato dobljene cikle združimo v Hamiltonov cikel prvotnega grafa.
Zadnja funkcija, ki se nanaša na grafe iz Leme 10.5, pa je nekoliko drugačna,
saj moramo za njeno uporabo že poznati Hamiltonovo pot v nekem grafu. Graf
zopet razdelimo na podgrafe, ki so izomorfni tistim iz prejšnje funkcije, z ustreznim
preimenovanjem simbolov pa na koncu dobimo cikle, ki jih združimo v Hamiltonov
cikel.
Da bi dokazali Lehmerjevo domnevo, je potrebno dokazati, da imajo grafi z
največ enim lihim ki in podpisom daljšim od 2, Lehmerjevo pot. Namesto pristopa
s pokritjem iz disjunktnih ciklov [20], sem si zamislila pristop, ki začne z manjšimi
grafi, za katere že poznamo Hamiltonove poti, in njim postopoma dodajala nove
simbole s pomočjo Leme 10.5.
Za osnovoni graf, ki ima največ en lih ki in podpis dolžine vsaj 3, sem vzela
najmanjši netrivialen primer grafa s podpisom (2, 2, 2). Manjši tak primer, ki ima
ustrezen podpis je graf s podpisom (2, 2, 1), vendar je konstrukcija za pot v njem
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že podana v [20]. Konstrukcijo začnemo na grafu s podpisom (2, 2), ki po Izreku
10.1 vsebuje Lehmerjevo pot P (tj. Hamiltonovo pot na podgrafu inducinranem na
nepodvojenih povezavah). Sedaj lahko uporabimo funkcijo, ki je zgrajena po Lemi
10.5 za pot P in p = 2. Dobimo Hamiltonov cikel na podgrafu, kjer so vozlišča po-
rojena iz nepodvojenih permutacij grafa s podpisom (2, 2). Sedaj je potrebno v cikel
vključiti še permutacije, ki se porodijo iz podvojenih permutacij grafa s podpisom
(2, 2), vendar niso podvojene v grafu s podpisom (2, 2, 2). Primer take permutacije
je 0L011L, saj je 0011 podvojena permutacija v grafu s podpisom (2, 2), 0L011L
pa ni podvojena permutacija v grafu (2, 2, 2). V našem primeru imamo v grafu s
podpisom (2, 2) dve podvojeno permutaciji 0011 in 1100. Postopoma vrinemo po
dva simbola L na vsa možna mesta v permutacijah. Vemo da dobimo cikel na ne-
podvojenih permutacijah iz grafa s podpisom (2, 2, 2), saj je izomorfen binarnemu
primeru grafa s podpisom (4, 2) za vsako od permutacij 0011 in 1100. Poiščemo
ustrezne vzporedne povezave med cikli in jih združimo v Hamiltonov cikel na ne-
podvojenih permutacijah. Kar bi bilo potrebno še pokazati je, da imamo zadostno
število vzporednih robov med cikli, da lahko dodamo cikel porojen iz podvojenih
permutacij.
Podpis poljubnega grafa lahko uredimo tako, da so vsi sodi ki pred lihim kj (ta
je največ eden) in dobimo podpis (k0, k1, · · · , kn), kjer so vsi ki sodi razen morda
kn. Po Izreku 10.1 imamo Hamiltonovo pot na nepodvojenih permutacijah, kjer je
podpis bodisi sod-sod, bodisi sod-lih, tako da s pomočjo izreka najprej konstrui-
ramo Lehmerjevo pot na dvojiškem grafu s podpisom (k0, k1). Zatem postopoma
dodajamo nove simbole - najprej simbol večkratnosti k2, potem k3, . . . Na vsakem
koraku moramo tudi dodati cikle, ki so porojeni iz podvojenih permutacij grafa
(k0, k1, . . . , ki−1), v katere smo vrinili simbol i večkratnosti ki.
V magisterskem delu sem predstavila Lehmerjevo domnevo in že znane rezultate,
ki nudijo konstrukcije za posebne družine grafov transpozicij sosedov. Mankajočega
dela dokaza Lehmerjeve domneve sem se lotila s programiranjem funkcij, ki po-
magajo pri raziskovanju lastnosti Hamiltonovih ciklov v podgrafih grafov sosednjih
transpozicij. S pomočjo teh sem podala nov možen pristop konstruiranja Lehmer-
jevih poti v grafih transpozicij sosedov, za katere prejšnje konstrukcije ne delujejo.
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A Code for function fL1h(q, p, m)
In the appendix I show a code for function fL1h(q, p, m), presented in Section 6.
The function returns a Hamiltonian cycle for the graph (0|1)(kq|lp). Input parame-
ters are integers q and p, which tell us the multiplicity of symbols k and l, and a list
m, that is needed in the recursive calls of the function. Each vertex is represented
as a list of strings. For the symbol l I used capital letter L as l closely resembles
number 1.
def fL1h(q, p, m):
"""Construction of cycles in base cases"""
if p == 1 and q != 0:
a = [['1', '0'] + m + q * ['k'] + ['L']] + [['0', '1'] + m +
(q - i) * ['k'] + ['L'] + i * ['k'] for i in range(q +
1)] + [['1', '0'] + m + i * ['k'] + ['L'] + (q - i) *





if q == 0:
return [['1', '0'] + m + p * ['L']] + [['0', '1'] + m + p *
['L']]↪→
"""Construction of G_i's, recursive calls of function"""
G = [] # List of Hamiltonian cycles in subgraphs G_i
for i in range(q + 1):
n = m + (q - i) * ['k'] + ['L']
G.append(fL1h(i, p - 1, n))
cycle = [] # This will be the final cycle, that function
returns↪→
"""Her we just split the cycles and add G[0] to G[1]"""
for i, item in enumerate(G):
if i == 0:
pass
elif i == 1:
G[1][1:1] = G[0]
G[1] = item[4:] + item[:4]
elif i % 2 == 0:
G[i] = item[1:] + [item[0]]
else:
G[i] = item[2:] + item[:2]
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"""Here we connect the cycles - odd ones by a_i and even ones by
b_i"""↪→
for i, item in enumerate(G):
if i == 0:
pass
elif i == 1:
cycle.extend(item)
elif i % 2 == 0:
cycle.reverse()
cycle = [item[0]] + cycle + item[1:]
else:
cycle.reverse()
cycle = item[:-1] + cycle + [item[-1]]
"""Here we make sure that a_i is on the first position in list,
followed by b_i"""↪→
ind = cycle.index(['1', '0'] + m + q * ['k'] + p * ['L'])
if cycle[ind + 1] != ['0', '1'] + m + q * ['k'] + p * ['L']:
cycle.reverse()
ind = cycle.index(['1', '0'] + m + q * ['k'] + p * ['L'])
cycle = cycle[ind:] + cycle[:ind]
return cycle
.
Listing 3: Python code for the algorithm fL1h(q, p, m) based on Lemma 5.1
In the function I use list G to save the Hamiltonian cycles contained in subgraphs
and list cycle to merge the cycles from G into a Hamiltonian cycle. So at the end
of function list cycle is the Hamiltonian cycle of graph (0|1)(kq|lp).
All the algorithms presented in Section 6 are rather technical, so only the code
for the function fL1h(q, p, m) is presented.
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